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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND CIRCUIT MODELING OF
INTERCONNECTIONS AND PACKAGES FOR HIGH SPEED CCUlTS BY TIME DOMAIN MEASUREMENTS
1. INTRODUCTION
With the advancements in high performance computers, the speed associated
with the digital circuit families is increasing at a phenomenal rate. Figure 1.1 shows
a survey of digital electronic development over the last two decades indicating that
many high speed circuits are now available.

A

Speed/Clock Rate(MHz)
1000

soo

Intel CPU
(System Technique)

100

80486

10

Motorola Process
(Device Technique)

GaAs ECL/CML
SCFL

80386
80286
8086

TFL HCMOS 1975
BiCMOS

80 85 90 95 2000 (years)

Figure 1.1, The trend of digital electronic development for the last two decades.

Since semiconductor device process techniques have made remarkable advances,
the packaging density and gate delay of integrated circuits have improved continuously.

With edge rates of digital devices pushing into the nanosecond range and clock

rates of digital systems trending toward the GHz region, interconnections and packages play an important role that determines the speed and size of integrated circuits,
the number of 1/0 in the packaged circuits as well as the ratio of signal and power!
ground pins. Because of the high frequency harmonics of digital switching signal,
many interconnection structures can no longer be treated as "short circuit" or "wire",

since they may even behave as "transmission line".

As we continue speeding up

clock rates of the system, and number of transistors increase in a chip, to understand

2

the electrical characteristics of interconnection structures becomes a necessity in designing high speed/performance systems.

Interconnection structures have become the dominant factor that limit the performance of high speed circuits and systems due to interconnect parasitic effects

which lead to degradation in system performancejl-9,13-36,39-54,57-60] Figure
1.2 shows a typical digital circuit with the associated uniform low loss or lossless
interconnection structure. A primary concern is that the propagation delay of interconnections becomes a large fraction of the system clock cycle time. In addition to
interconnect parasitic effects, the transmission line behavior of interconnects becomes

a major contributor to the signal degradation. Therefore, the transportation of high
speed signal which involves getting data off the chip and transmitting data between
the chips, is very much dependent on the electrical characteristics of interconnection

structures as edge rates and gate delay of integrated circuits decrease. However, in
order to ensure the signal integrity and guarantee the system functions that operate
correctly at higher clock rates, accurate characterization and circuit modeling of inter-

connection structures are necessary for designers to incorporate interconnect effects
during the design and simulation phase for high speed circuits and systems.

Tg < ins

Signal Trace (Td '-' O.2nslin)

Zo
I

Tr < ins

Rin

substrate
Ground

h Er, FR.4
w =h/2

Figure 1.2, The schematic digital circuits with the associated interconnection
ture.

struc-

A variety of interconnection structures are being used to package high speed
circuits. Considering a microstrip line structure shown in Figure 1.2 having an elec-

trically short length e, the interconnection structure can be characterized by the
lumped element model as shown in Figure 1.3 where an inductive element, a capaci-
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tive element and LC element model can be used to describe the electrical characteris-

tic of the structure in different conditions [5,21,22,57].

(?Rbo
(i)

(II):.

;O

(iii

a

Rin <<

Zo

Rin >> Zo

medium Zo

(high line impedance)
(low line impedance)
Figure 1.3, The lumped element model for an electrically short interconnect.

For an electrically long interconnect, the structure in Figure 1.2 is then modeled by
a transmission line where the model can be characterized in terms of the characteris-

tic impedance and propagation delay from the measured time domain response as
shown in Figure 1.4 [19,78].

Vo(t) I

0

Delay

iiI

voltaj,

Vo(t)

I

Load: R

Zo :impedance

Tpd: delay time
Reflections

(__. 4

R>Zo

- R<Zo
R=

time
Time Domain Response
Figure 1.4, The transmission line model for an electrically long interconnect.
I

Delay

I

In practical electronic packages, most of interconnection structures are nonuniform interconnects, i.e, the cross section of conductor is not uniform along the signal

transmission path as shown in Figure 1.5, such that discontinuities in line impedance
result in multiple reflections leading to the reduction of noise immunity in high speed

4
circuits. In general, the nonuniform interconnect behaves as a nonuniform transmis-

sion line which can be characterized in terms of the nonuniform impedance profile
and the propagation delay from the measured time domain response. In addition to
nonuniform interconnects, multiconductor structures, resistive lossy interconnection
structures and power/ground interconnect distribution systems are also playing a major role in determining the interconnect performance.

Coupled lines
Ceramic
Substrate

bend

vias Inner Signal Leads
V

A

4fr
Power Plane

Power Lead

Ground Plane '

Figure 1.5, Interconnection structures in a practical electronic package.
When implementing a high performance system using high speed circuit families, several noise sources associated with interconnect parasitic effects must be con-

sidered and examined in order to assure acceptable system performance. These are
described below:
Reflection

The fast edge rate digital signal transmitting through interconnection structures
can result in ringing, e.g. undershoot and overshoot. Ringing is a result of reflections due to the discontinuities in line impedance, such as uniform/nonuniform interconnects with bends, steps and vias, and the impedance mismatch between the line
impedance and the 110 impedance of integrated circuits. If the undershoot and overshoot voltage is larger than the noise margin of the circuit such that the designated

signal level goes back through the threshold region of a receiving device, then false
switching can occur on the receiving device output. In general, the nonuniform
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transmission line model as shown in Figure 1.6 can be used as a vehicle to take into

account multiple reflections due to nonuniform interconnection structures.

Zo(z), Tpd

-

I

Receiver
Capacitive Loading

Figure 1.6, Digital circuits with the associated nonuniform transmission line for multiple reflection simulation.
Crosstalk (Coupled Noise)

Another noise source of signal transmission problems in high speed circuits is

electromagnetic interference between multiple coupled interconnection structures.
Consider two nonuniformly coupled transmission lines as shown in Figure 1.7, the
high speed signal traveling on the active line will induce coupled noise to the quiet

line due to mutual capacitances and inductances between adjacent lines. In general,

the nearend noise and the farend noise are used as a measure of the coupling
effects between coupled lines. The amplitude of coupled noise is not only propor-

tional to edge rates of the digital waveforms, but also dependent on the physical
dimensions of the coupled interconnection structures, such as spacing between the
lines and the length of parallel lines. To predict crosstalk, a simulation model must
include these coupling effects.

__J,

Active
Quiet line

ear end noise

I) Far end noise

Figure 1.7, The schematic coupled interconnection structures in high speed circuits.

Switching Noise (Power/Ground Bounce, DeltaI Noise)

While a high speed circuits is switching from one logic level to another, the
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noise caused by transient currents flowing into the non-ideal power/ground systems
of electronic packages is known as switching noise as shown in Figure 1.8. Switching noise, also known as power/ground bounce and Delta-I noise, can lead to the

reference voltage shift and the reduction of noise margin. Because of the interconnect parasitic effects inherent in the non-ideal power/ground distribution systems and
the high speed circuits simultaneously switching, switching noise has been recognized

as a significant factor that limits the performance of high speed circuits in high
density packages such as multichip modules (MCMs). The most effective way to
examine this problem is to provide a circuit model of the power/ground system for
integrated circuit design and simulation such that design trade-off can be made to
maintain system performance.

Common Power

Common Ground

Figure 1.8, The circuit mode including the non-ideal power/ground model.
Voltage Drop And Attenuation:

Voltage drop and attenuation often occurs not only on the on-chip interconnects, but also on the off-chip level interconnects and packages. As integrated circuit packaging technologies evolve toward higher integration and smaller physical

structures such as thin-film and MCM packages, the need for small dimensional
interconnections also increases. The reduction of interconnect cross sections leads to
an increase in line resistance, and hence high resistive line associated with nonuniform interconnection structure as shown in Figure 1.9 results in signal distortion and

DC voltage drop in high speed circuits.
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Resistive nonuniform interconnection

Figure 1.9, Resistive lossy interconnection in high speed circuits.

Accurate time domain simulation of high speed monolithic and hybrid integrated circuits must include the interconnects within the circuits and the associated
packages. These simulations incorporating all the delay, distortion, DC voltage drop
and attenuation, crosstalk and power/ground switching noise associated with intercon-

nects and discontinuities can be facilitated by accurate equivalent circuit models for
these passive elements. In general, there are two techniques for obtaining equivalent

circuit models of high speed interconnects: the electromagnetic computational tech-

nique based on quasistatic and fullwave electromagnetic field solutions, and the
experimental technique based on time and frequency domain algorithms.

The first approach is to solve the electromagnetic field equations in an interconnection structure for the given interconnect geometry information. Although, a
lot of field solver tools based on electromagnetic computational techniques have been

developed, full modeling of the complex interconnection structures in a practical
package is somewhat beyond the capability of most of these interconnect modeling
tools.

Ultimately, the interconnect still must be characterized and verified by mea-

surements after fabrication. The major advantage of field solver tools is that inter-

connect models can be obtained for structures not yet fabricated so that electrical
design rules of a high performance system can be made to account for interconnect

effects in the early design phase.

The second approach involves creating circuit

models of interconnection structures directly from the measured response of the interconnect.

The accuracy of the extracted circuit model is readily confirmed by
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comparing the simulation data with the measured data, and hence provide a verification path to the model.
In this dissertation, time domain measurement techniques based on peeling al-

gorithms (dynamic deconvolution) are presented. The purpose of this research work

aims at electrical characterization and circuit modeling of high speed interconnects

and packages by using TDT/R measurements. The contents of these chapters are
abstracted below:

Chapter 2:

A technique based on one-dimensional peeling algorithm for the
equivalent circuit modeling of general single and symmetrical coupled interconnects with coupled bends in high-speed circuits and packages is pre-

sented. The circuit models are extracted from time-domain reflection and
transmission measurements (TDRJT). The SPICE simulation results for

these extracted circuit models for typical single and symmetrical coupled
structures are compared with the measured data to validate the accuracy of
the circuit models.

Chapter 3:

A two-dimensional peeling algorithm for electrical characterization
and modeling of general coupled interconnects with discontinuities is pres-

ented in this chapter. The technique is validated by comparing the results
obtained experimentally for the self and mutual equivalent circuit parameters with the theoretical predictions for a non symmetrical inhomogeneous
coupled interconnect test structure. A practical case study for a plastic leadless chip carrier (PLCC) package is used to demonstrate the applicability of
this technique.

Chapter 4:

Equivalent circuit models of resistive lossy interconnection structures

are extracted from time domain reflection and transmission measurements

based on an extended peeling algorithm, that includes losses. The simulated results compared with the measured data for interconnects associated

with thin film packages are used to validate the accuracy of the algorithm
and the model.

Chapter 5:

In this chapter, a frequency dependent nonuniform transmission line
model is considered for modeling parallel power/ground planes in high per-

formance electronic packages. The model is based on radial transmission
line analysis, and is validated by comparing the calculated time domain re-

sponse with TDR measured data. The transient effects due to transient
sources placed at the different locations of parallel power and ground planes

are also investigated.

Alternative equivalent circuit models based on

lumped Circuit elements for power/ground plane structure in a practical
package is also proposed. The model is then incorporated with a high speed

digital driver model for switching noise simulations. In addition, switching

noise with the associated packaging resonance vs different edge rates and
clock rates in high speed digital circuits are also reported.

Chapter 6:

Multiport time domain measurement techniques based on one and
multidimensional peeling algorithms are used to extract equivalent circuit

models of a multilayer ceramic (MLC) package. Electrical characteristics
of interconnect structures including signal lines and the power/ground sys-

tem associated with the package are then evaluated by incorporating the
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package model with high speed digital circuits for circuit simulations.

Finally, chapter 7 contains the conclusions and suggestions for further work in this area.
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2. TIME DOMAIN CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING OF
GENERAL SINGLE (ISOLATED) AND SYMMETRICAL
COUPLED INTERCONNECTION STRUCTURES
A technique based on one-dimensional peeling algorithm for the equivalent cir-

cuit modeling of general single and symmetrical coupled interconnects in high-speed
circuits and packages, is presented. The circuit models are extracted from time-domain
reflection and transmission measurement (TDRIF). The simulated results by SPICE for

the extracted circuit models of typical single and symmetrical coupled structures are
compared with the measured data to validate the accuracy of the algorithm and the resulting circuit models.

2.1 Introduction
High-speed digital and microwave hybrid and monolithic circuits include active

and passive circuit elements interconnected by sections of strip, and other microstrip

transmission lines having a wide range of characteristic impedances. The resulting
junctions and d:.continuities, and the electromagnetic coupling between the interconnects, contribute to reflections, signal delay and distortion, and crosstalk which can de-

grade the circuit and system performance. The same problems are encountered in
printed circuit boards, single and multichip modules, and other packages. Therefore,
design and simulation of high-speed circuits must incorporate these interconnections.

The time-domain simulation of high-speed monolithic and hybrid integrated circuits, incorporating all the crosstalk, distortion, and delay associated with interconnects

and discontinuities such as bends, vias, and pads as shown in Figure 2.1, can be facili-

tated by accurate equivalent circuit modeling for these interconnects. Lumped equiva-

lent circuits in the form of excess inductances and capacitances are available only for
some of these structures, consisting of idealized isolated discontinuities [1-9]. For non-

ideal arbitrarily shaped interconnects and coupled multiports, these excess reactance
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models are in general not available. These models can, however, be extracted by utiliz-

ing the procedure presented in [5]. As shown in [5], the excess reactance parameters
can be extracted from the characteristic impedance profile which is in turn derived from

the reflection measurements by utilizing the basic layer peeling or deconvolution algorithm [10,11].

Figure 2.1, General circuit interconnects with the associated package features.

In this chapter, an alternate robust transfer scattering matrixbased algorithm for
the extraction of the impedance profile is presented and applied to extract the equivalent

circuit models of general single (isolated) and symmetrical coupled interconnection
structures. For the case of symmetric coupled interconnects, the four port structure is
modeled in terms of even and odd mode characteristic impedance profiles. These dis-

tributed models for isolated single as well as coupled interconnects derived from the
measured timedomain reflection and transmission measurement (TDR/T) data are used
to construct cascaded lumped and hybrid circuit models for these interconnects.
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2.2 Circuit modeling of interconnection structures based on onedimensional peeling algorithm

V1(t)

interconnection:

V(t)

Transmission

Figure 2.2, The schematic diagram of TDRIT measurements for an interconnection.

The TDR/T techniques have been used extensively in the characterization of in-

terconnects, and applied to extract the equivalent circuits consisting of primarily
lumped elements, such as inductors and capacitors for some interconnect structures
[5-9]. For the general case of multiple nonuniform cross sections existing in an inter-

connection as shown in Figure 2.2, the resulting waveforms in time domain can be
modelled by a time dependent nonuniform impedance prefile which in turn can be
approximated by cascaded uniform transmission line sections as shown in Figure 2.3.
For this piecewise uniform cascaded structure, the delay associated with each section,

the continuity of voltage across the discontinuities and enegy conservation are readily
expressed as,
Timing Equations:

Vr'(k,t) = Vr(k,t)f(t-tp),

(2.1)

and Vi (k,t) = Vl'(k,t)f(t+tp).

(2.2)

(b) Continuity:

Vr'(k,t)

Vr'(k,t)

=r Vr'(k,t),

and Vi'(k,t) +p' Vi'(k,t) = 'r9Vl'(k,t),

(2.3)
(2.4)
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(c) Energy Conservation:

Yi (Vr '(k,t))2 = Yi (pV '(k,t))2 + Y2

(tV'(k,t))2.

(2.5)

Vr and Vi are the incident and reflected voltage parameters, respectively, and p and p'

are the forward and backward reflection coefficients, T and t'are the corresponding
transmission coefficients and y is the characteristic admittance of the ith uniform transmission line section.

Alternate descriptions for the cascaded layered medium may also be specified by
giving the scattering matrix associated with the reflection coefficients at the intersection

of the cascaded sections. The ultimate objective is then to formulate the cascaded transmission line sections with the development of a layer matrix, that is, a matrix which can

be used to extrapolate the response observed in one layer to the response observed in
the next layer. This process is continued so that we will be able to start with the initial

reference impedance of the first layer and from it deduce all the other parameters for
the cascaded transmission line sections.
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2.2.1 Scattering MatrixBased Peeling Algorithm
As shown in Figure 2.2, for a general interconnection, the impedance profile can

be extracted from the measured time domain reflection response based on known inverse scattering techniques [10-12], such as the layer peeling algorithm. Another accurate robust algorithm can be formulated in terms of the transfer scattering matrix of the

individual sections. This procedure also includes all the multiple reflections in the entire structure and is presented in this section. The impedances of the piecewise constant
cascaded transmission line model consisting of a finite number of sections are extracted

in a sequential order by using the characteristics of the reflected waveform for a given
incident waveform.

a'(k)

a(k)

b'(k)

b(k)

K

k layer 4(k)
(a)

a'(k+l)

b'(k+l) b(k+1)
k+1 layer 4(k+1)

a(k)

+
Vk

(b)

b(k)

a(k+1)

a '(k+ 1)

Isii S12
LS21 S22

+
Vk

b '(kl)

Figure 2.4, (a) The incident and reflection parameters in a cascaded piecewise uniform
transmission line sections. (b) Scattering parameters of a two port network.
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For a cascaded two port network as shown in Figure 2.4, the scattering matrix [S]
is defined to relate two sets of incident and reflected parameters { a(k), b(k)} at the input

port, and {a(k-i-1),b(k+1)} at the output port as,

b(k,t)

Si1 Si2

I a(k,t)
[b'(k + 1t)j - S21 S22 L''' + 1,t)
1

(2.6)

where
a(k)

- ii Vk + JZO(k)lk].
- 2[1Z0(k)

b(k) = 1

Vk

-

(2.7)

IZo(k)Ik].

(2.8)

2IZ0(k)

a(k+

Vk+l

1)

=
b(k+

Vk+l

1)

+ /Z0(k +

1)Ik+1].

(2.9)

- JZ0(k +

1)lk+1]

(2.10)

/Z0(k + 1)

+ 1)

=

where 4(k) and 4(k1) are the reference impedance at the input and output ports,
respectively.

Elements along the main diagonal of the scattering matrix are reflection coefficients, and the offdiagonal elements are transmission coefficients. Consider the gener-

al expressions for the nonuniform transmission line, which is modeled as the stepped

impedance lines with an equal propagation delay unit as shown in Figure 2.4. The
transfer scattering matrix for the impedance discontinuities relates the input incident
and reflected parameters of any sections to the output parameters of the proceeding sec-

tion and is expressed as

I b(k,

t)

1

fT11 (k) T 12(k)]

b' (k + 1, t)

[a(kt)] - [T21(k) T22(k)j La(k + 1,t)

(2.11)
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The elements of the [T(k)] matrix are readily derived in terms of the definition of the
scattering parameters a's and b's and are found to be

(i

[T(k)J
with

- p2kk

)(

1

1

[Pk,k+1

k,k+1l
1

j

(Z0(k + 1) - Z0(k))

k,k+ 1

(2.12)

(Z0(k + 1) + Z0(k))'

(2.13)

where Z,(k) denote the characteristic impedance of the kth section.

The transfer matrix of each delay element can be expressed as

f(t - tPd)

Ia'(k + 1,t)1

[b'(k + 1, t)] -

0

1 Ib(k + 1,t)
f(t + tpd)j [a(k + 1, t)

+ 1,t)1
= [D] Ib(k
[a(k+ 1t)j

(2.14)

where [D] is the delay element matrix and tpd is the propagation delay unit of each
transmission line.

Combining equations (2.11) and (2.14) gives the transfer scattering of each section including the discontinuities and the delay element as,

Ib(k,t)1

Ib(k+ 1,t)1
[a(k,t)] = [T(k)][DJ [a(k + 1t)j

(2.15)

The overall transfer scattering matrix for the entire model structure consisting of n sections is then given by

Ib(1, *)1

[a(1,*)] = [T(1)][D][T(2)J[DJ
[T(n - 1)][D][T(n)] { b(k + 1,t)1
a(k + 1t)J

(2.16)
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From equation (2.16), it is seen that the reflection function B( *, *) and the incident
function A( *,

*) corresponding to the klth sections is related to that of the kth sec-

tions by

+

1, t)

A(k + 1,z)] =

EB(k

IB(k, t) l

1

([D])([T(k)]-1)

LA(k,t)j

(2.17)

The above expression for the transfer matrix is iterative in nature and allows us to

ex-

tract the reflection coefficients as given by

Pk+1,k+2

B(k + 1,1)

A(k+

(2.18)

1,1)

and hence, the model impedance in a sequential manner. The procedure for extracting
the characteristic impedances of the stepped impedance model is straightforward in that

we consider the first section to be the same as the internal impedance of the TDR system. The schematic flow diagram of scattering matrixbased onedimensional peeling

algorithm is shown in Figure 2.5. This iterative process based on equations (2.17) and
(2.18) is then repeated until

± 1is calculated and the distributed circuit model is

completed.

br(0)

)

Vr(t)

Vi(t)

ar(0)

D

ar(1)
A Basic Peeling Cell

Figure 2.5, The signal flow diagram of one-dimensional peeling algorithm.
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2.2.2 Lumped/Distributed Element Model Of Single (Isolated) Interconnection Structures
A transmission line can be defined as any structure that guides a propagating elec-

tromagnetic wave from one point to another. Figure 2.6-(a) shows a schematic uniform
lossless transmission line based on the distributed element model. The voltage between

the line and the reference and the current on the line can described by the transmission
line equations as given by

(2.19)

at
Ca-)!

(2.20)

at

Rg
(a) vg(t)

+
Ld/N

0

CdIN ;
L Model

LdIN

0
Cd/2N

0'
it-Model

Ld/2N

LdI2N

--

0

0

p

Cd/N

Cd/2N
J

0

T Model

Figure 2.6, (a) The distributed model of the transmission line. (b) The lumped element
models of the transmission line.
If the electrical length of the interconnection is electrically short, (i.e., the line length is
much less than the wavelength of the signal on the line) then the interconnection can be

represented by a lumped LC element model or the cascaded lumped element model
with an appropriate number of sections. The various types of the lumped element model are shown in Figure 2.6-(b) including L-model, T-model and it-model. The accura-
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cy of the lumped element model depends on the electrical parameters of the line (L, C

), the number of the cascaded sections (N), the line length (d) and the frequency of

interest (f). In general, the number of the cascaded lumped elements sections in the
model can be determined by

NAfd

(2.21)

where A is a constant determined by the relative error for the difference between the

input impedance of the distributed model and the input impedance of the cascaded
lumped element model.

For the time domain analysis of a pulselike digital waveform propagating down the
line, the highest frequency harmonics of concern are dominated by the edge rate of the
pulse, and the number of the cascaded sections is determined by

N

5d

where

t,.

(2.22)

- )

is edge rate and fm. is the maximum frequency harmonic of

the pulselike waveform. The relative error for the difference between the impedance
of the cascaded lumped element and the impedance of the distributed model is less than
5% [79].

For a general isolated interconnect, a distributed element model is readily obtained by using the procedure described in the last section. The model consists of a

number of cascaded uniform transmission line sections which can also be used to
construct the lumped equivalent excess parameter model for these discontinuities [5,13]

as well as a proposed hybrid or lumped/distributed model consisting of a optimum
number of lumped elements and transmission lines. As the number of sections for dis-

tributed model becomes large, the simulation of the interconnect on programs like

SPICE becomes time consuming and these alternate hybrid models consisting of
lumped as well as distributed elements may be more compatible with these simulation
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tools. The building blocks for hybrid models of these lossless structures are delay elements augmented with inductances and capacitances as shown in Figure 2.7. For this
model, portions of the impedance profile near the maxima and their inverse near minima are integrated to obtain the equivalent lumped values, whereas the near flat portions
are used as piecewise constant impedances. The equivalent lumped values are [5]

ft1 +

L

=

Z0(t) dt,

(2.23)

it1

ftc +
and C

=

Y0(t) dt

(2.24)

J tc -

where tj to t1 defines the time duration corresponding to a maxima and t_ to
corresponds to the time interval near a minima. This hybrid model is intended to com-

bine the efficiency of the lumped models with the accuracy of the distributed models,
leading to efficient accurate simulation of the circuits in the circuit simulator.

Interconnect

Circuit Model

Time Domain Response

Z0(t)

ti

t2

time

I

Figure 2.7, (a) Interconnect structures in electronic packages. (b) The schematic impedance profile of a typical interconnect structure with the corresponding circuit elements.
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2.2.3 Decoupled Line Model of General Symmetrical Coupled Interconnection Structures
Consider a general lossless uniformly coupled nline interconnect described by
the multiconductor transmission line equations

ä[v(z, t)]

and

t)]
- [L] a{i(z,
at

ali(z.
tiI
3z

- [C]

(2.25)

[v7 tVI
(2.26)

where the voltage and current vector on the multiple interconnects are represented by

[v(z,t)]

=

Vfl(Zt)J,

and [l(z,t)] = [t1(Z,t),j2(,t),

(2.27)
(2.28)

[U and [C] are the n x n, per unit length inductance and capacitance parameter matrices of the multiple coupled lines, respectively. Note that the inductance and capaci-

tance matrices can be obtained by using electromagnetic computational techniques
[13-16] and experimental techniques [17] for general uniformly coupled lines..

By decoupling the multiple coupled transmission line equations [18], equations
(2.25) and (2.26) lead to the uncoupled transmission line equation as given by

8[e(z,t)]

Diag[L] a[j(z, t)]
at

and 0[i(z,t)]

az

-

- Diag[CJ t3[e(z, t)}
at

(2.29)
(1.30)

where Diag[Lqj and Diag[C] are diagonal matrices as given by

[Lk] = [My] - 1[L] [[M} T] - 1

(2.31)

[Ck] = [Mv] T[CJ[MJ

(2.32)

[e] and U] are the voltages and currents on the uncoupled transmission lines given by
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[v(z, t)] = {Mv][e(z, t)]

(2.33)

[i(z,t)] = [lW][/(z,t)]

(2.34)

where the voltage eigenvector [M} and current eigenvector [M,] matrices are related
by

[Mi] = [[Mr]']'.

(2.35)

The above equations (2.29)(2.34) result in a mode characteristic impedances and phase
velocities as given by

Zk=

and Uk

(2.36)

= /LkCk respectively.

The uncoupled multiple transmission equations together with the orthogonality

between the current and voltage eigenvectors lead to the equivalent circuit model of
multiple coupled interconnect structures as shown in Figure 2.8 such that the model can

be incorporated with the general circuit element models in circuit simulations by using

general CAD tools.
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Figure 2.8, Equivalent circuit model of the multiple coupled interconnects.
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Line 1

-*

Line 2

Figure 2.9, The schematic symmetric uniformly coupled interconnections.

The technique which has been developed for the multiple uniformly coupled in-

terconnect structures is then applied to the typical case of two symmetrical coupled
lines interconnections as shown in Figure 2.9. The inductance and capacitance matrices
are given by

[U

and [C]

=

IC1

Cm - Cm 1
Cm Ci+Cmj

(2.37)

The two velocities defined as the even and odd modes are
1

Ue
=

and U o

I(L1 + Lm)C1

-

1

J(L1 - Lm)(Ci + 2Cm)

(2.38)

The even and odd mode characteristic impedances are

Ze=

Li+Lm

andZ0=

Cl

Lm

Ci+2Cm'

(2.39)

and the characteristic impedance matrix is

rze+zozezol

2
2
[Z0]='[Ze_Zoze+zoj

I

2

(2.40)

2

The normalized voltage eigenvector for this symmetric coupled lines is obtained as

[Mr]

(2.41)
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The single interconnect model consisting of a stepped impedance transmission
line structure will now be used to construct coupled interconnect models in terms of the

two orthogonal normal modes. For general symmetric structures, these are even (symmetric or common) and odd (antisymmetric or differential) modes of propagation. The
corresponding impedance profiles can be extracted by exciting these modes directly in
the structure with a multichannel TDR/T system. That is,

p1 (t) = p2(t) = Pe(t), for V1(t) = V2(t)

U(t),

p1(t) = - p2(t) = p0(t), for V1(t) = - V12(t) = U(t).

(2.42)
(2.43)

The even and odd mode reflection coefficients corresponding to even and odd
mode respectively can also be found by exciting input port of one interconnect and
measuring the reflection at that port and transmitted signal at the other near end port.
In terms of these p1 (t) and p2(t) measured with V1 (t)

Pe0

= U(t), V2(t) = 0,

p1(t) + p2(t)

and p0(t)

(2.44)

2

1(t) - p2(t)
(2.45)

____

fD1 (t)

Figure 2.10, (a) General symmetrical coupled interconnects. (b) The equivalent circuit
model for symmetrical coupled interconnects,
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This is illustrated in Figure 2.10 together with the equivalent circuit for the coupled line

structure which in general consists of the mode decoupling network, the even and odd
mode impedance lines having corresponding propagation delays, and the mode cou-

pling network [14]. The even and odd mode nonuniform transmission lines are synthesized in terms of the corresponding incident and reflected waveforms by using the same
procedure as the one used for the single line presented previously.
The distributed model can also be used to construct the cascaded lumped equiva-

lent circuit model of coupled lines by using the relationship between self and mutual
line constants per unit length and the even and odd mode impedances and propagation
constant [19]. For example, for the case of uniform coupled interconnects consisting of
parallel traces having identical width and uniform separation, the total self and mutual
inductances and capacitances associated with the interconnect are

L1
Lm

Cl
and Cm

tpde Z0e + tpd0 Zo
(2.46)

2

tpde Z0e - tpd0 Zo0
(2.47)

2

tpde
(2.48)

tpd0

2Zo0

tpde
2ZO

(2.49)

where ZOe and Zo0 are the even and odd mode characteristic impedances and tpde
and tpd0 are the even and odd mode propagation delays. The corresponding lumped
equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2.11. For longer lines, we can construct a model
by cascading a desired number of lumped element sections having the same topology as

the circuit of Figure 2.8. For the nonuniform line case, the incremental lumped element
values at a given cross section can be calculated by using the integral expression for

ZOe(t) and Z00(t) corresponding to that cross section as given by equations (2.46)
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and (2.47). The total self and mutual inductances and capacitances associated with the
nonuniform interconnection structure are given by

JZO(t)dt

L1=

+

JZoo(t)dt
(2.50)

2

fzoo(t)dt
Lm

JZOe(t)dt

(2.51)

2

ci=J

1

(2.52)

dt

Zoe(t)

and Cm =

-J

2e(t)dt

+

J2

(2.53)

0(t)dt.

C10

Cooc)

L1

Lm
C;

Cl
Total inductances and capacitances

Figure 2.11, Lumped equivalent circuit model of coupled interconnects.
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2.3 Results
The above techniques have been applied to model a host of interconnect struc-

tures as well as some scaled models. Typical examples are included in this section to
demonstrate the modeling techniques and validate the accuracy of the circuit models by

comparing the measured data with SPICE simulation results for the models. The first
structure is a nominal 50-ohms trace with three right angled bends as shown in Figure

2.12. The measured TDR data for the structure is shown in Figure 2.13-{a). The mci-

dent waveform was a 28-ps rise time pulse waveform and the impedance profile extracted from the TDR data by using the algorithm presented in the previous section is
shown in Figure 2.1 3-(b). This impedance profile or stepped impedance distributed
model was also used to construct a hybrid model. Figure 2. 14-(a) shows the schemat-

ics of the two port network for the distributed mode and the hybrid model. In order to

ascertain the accuracy of the modeling procedure, the simulated finite rise time response of the models on SPICE is compared with the measured data as shown in Figure
2. 14-(b). For these SPICE simulations, the distributed circuit model was simulated

with 36 line sections whereas the hybrid model consists of 6 transmission line sections

and 5 lumped elements. The computational time of the distributed and hybrid models
on HP-.-9000 workstation are 57s and 35 s, respectively.

nds

w/h=l.8
Er = 4.7
Ground Plane

Figure 2.12, The schematic interconnect structure with multiple bends.
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Figure 2.13, (a) The measured TDR data for the interconnect of Figure 2.11. (b) The
measured nonuniform impedance profile extracted from the measured TDR data in (a).
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Figure 2.14, (a) The equivalent circuit models: (i) Distributed model, (ii) Hybrid model,
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Figure 2.14, (b) The simulated response versus the measured data.

The second example is the symmetricaJ coupled lines with right angle coupled

bends, which is quite common in PCB's interconnection, multichip packaging, and
VLSI circuits. The test pattern which is sketched as a four-port network in Figure
2. 15-(a), is made on the common epoxy glass substrate in which the dielectric constant

= 4.7 and the substrate high h = 0.05 in. These line impedances are 50 ohms for match-

ing the internal impedance of the TEK SD-24 sampling head. In order to accurately
model this coupled line structures, the coupled bend effects have to be considered in the

equivalent circuit model. Figure 2. 15-(b) shows the even and odd mode impedance
profiles where the overlap region at the beginning was formed by two uncoupled lines

and the ripple waveforms at the beginning and end region of the even and odd mode
impedances is due to the discontinuity effects of right angle coupled bends. These impedance profiles were evaluated by utilizing the time-domain reflected and transmitted

waveforms by using the procedure given in the previous section. These even and odd

mode impedanc. profiles extracted from the measured data are used to construct the
SPICE compatible model shown in Figure 2.10-(b). The results of SPICE simulation
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are compared with the measured waveforms for the input port and output port of the
active line, and the near end coupled voltage and far end coupled voltage of the passive
line, as shown in Figure 2.16.

(a)
Coupled Lines with Right Angle Bends
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0.8
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Figure 2.15, (a) The schematic coupled lines including right angle coupled bends. (b)
The even and odd mode impedance profiles extracted from the measured data in (a).
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Figure 2.16, (a) The simulated and measured reflected waveforms at the input port of
the active line. (b) The simulated and measured transmission waveforms of the active
line. (c) The simulated and measured near end coupled voltages of the passive line. (d)
The simulated and measured far end coupled voltages of the passive line.
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2.4 Summary
Techniques based on time domain measurements for the circuit modeling of lossless single and symmetrical coupled interconnects in integrated circuits and chip mod-

ules have been presented. Calibration and de-embedding techniques formulated in
[20,61-64] can be used to enhance the time domain measurements (Appendix A) and
hence the accuracy of the models. The characteristic impedance profile of nonuniform
transmission line model is extracted from TDR data by using a deconvolution algorithm

based on the transmission scattering matrix of the discretized nonuniform transmission

line model. The extension of the technique to symmetrical coupled interconnects and

discontinuities has also been presented. These distributed models have been used to
construct lumped as well as hybrid (lumped/distributed) equivalent circuits of various
isolated and coupled interconnects. The accuracy of the circuit modeling procedure has

been ascertained by comparing the simulated response of the circuit models with the

measured data for typical single and coupled structures. The agreement between the
simulated and measured waveforms affirms the validity of the TDRJT-based modeling

techniques for the time-domain simulation of interconnects in high-speed digital circuits, multilevel PCB's, and single and multiple chip modules. These techniques should
be useful in helping validate the circuit models based on electromagnetic computational

techniques as well as provide an independent tool to synthesize circuit models for general nonuniform or interacting two- and three- dimensional interconnects.
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3. TIME DOMAIN CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING OF
GENERAL COUPLED INTERCONNECTION STRUCTURES
A time domain experimentaj technique for the characterization and modeling of

general coupled interconnects and discontinuities is presented in this chapter. The

technique is based on a twodimensional peeling algorithm and is validated by
comparing the results obtained experimentally for the self and mutual equivalent
circuit parameters with the theoretical predictions for a non symmetrical inhomogeneous coupled interconnect test structure. A practical case study for electrical characterization and modeling of a plastic leadless chip carrier (PLCC) package is also used
to demonstrate the applicability of this technique.

3.1 Introduction
In recent years, several experimental techniques based on time and frequency
domain measurements have been proposed to characterize coupled transmission line
structures.

The work on coupled interconnects has dealt primarily with uniformly

and nonuniformly coupled interconnects in a homogeneous medium [17,23-25]. For

general single (olated) interconnects, including discontinuities, a method based on a
layer peeling algorithm has been developed to characterize and model interconnects
from TDRIT data. This technique has been applied to characterize discontinuities

such as steps, bends, vias, and T junctions and symmetrical coupled microstrip lines
[26,27].

In this chapter, a two dimensional peeling (dynamic deconvolution) algo-

rithm is proposed to model general coupled interconnects from two port time domain
scattering parameter measurements.
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3.2 Circuit Modeling Procedure

3.2.1 TwoDimensional Layer Peeling Algorithm
For the general case of single nonuniform interconnect having discontinuities,

the resulting waveforms obtained from the TDR data is characterized by a time de-

pendent impedance profile [26,27].

This nonuniform impedance profile can be

approximated by cascaded uniform transmission line sections. The impedance of
each uniform line section is extracted from TDR measurement by applying one dimensional peeling technique [26]. This algorithm based on dynamic deconvolution

has been formulated in terms of the transfer scattering parameters of the piecewise
uniform transmission line sections [27].

This procedure can be extended to two

dimensional systems and can be used to characterize general coupled interconnects as

shown in Figure 3.1.

Vrl(t)

Figure 3.1, Coupled interconnection structure.

In general, two nonuniformly coupled lossless transmission lines as shown in

Figure 3.2 is used to characterize the general coupled interconnection structure as
shown in Figure 3.1, where Zj (i=1,2) are the self impedance profiles, and Zm is the
mutual impedance profile. An alternative equivalent circuit model based on the cas-

caded uniformly coupled line sections is obtained by dividing the nonuniformly
coupled transmission line model into N coupled line sections. The cascaded model
consisting of uniform coupled sections is shown in Figure 3.3(a).
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Figure 3.3, (a) The circuit diagram of the cascaded coupled transmission line sections. (b) Scattering parameter matrices of a fourport network.

For a fourport network in the cascaded coupled line model as shown in Figure
3.3(b), the schematic incident and reflection parameters are shown in Figure 3.4.
The scattering matrices ES] is defined as

1[17r(1,t)]1

[[be(it)1j -

[[S11(i)} [S12(i)]1
[[S21(i)] [S22(i)}j

1[ar(i + 1,t)]
[[ae(i + 1,t)]

(3.1)

For this case, a 4x4 transfer scattering matrix interrelating the input incident and
reflected parameter matrices of any coupled sections to that of the adjoining coupled

sections is defined as

[b,(i, t)] 1

-

[a(i + 1, t)]
[[Tii(i)] [T22(i)]j [b(i + 1,t)]
1[T1i (i)] [T1 2(')Jl

(3.2)
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Figure 3.4, The incident and reflection parameters in the cascaded coupled line model.

By incorporating time shifted element matrix due to the propagation delay time of

coupled line sections into equation (3.1), the transfer scattering matrix of each
coupled line section including the impedance mismatch between two coupled line
sections can be expressed as,

[[b(i,t)J]
[[a(i. t)]
where

j

[T'11(i)J [T'12(i)]
- [T'21 (i)J [T' 22(i)]

1[T' 11(i)] {T' 12(i)]1

[' (j)] [T' 22(i)I]

I{1'r( + 1,t)]1
[[a.(i + 1, t)]j

1[T1 1(i)] {T12(i)J1 1[D]

[T

(3.3)

[0]

1

(i)] [T22(i)]] [[0] {D - 1

where [DJ and [D 1] represent the time delay and advanced element matrices.

(3.4)
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A basic cell of twodimensional peeling algorithm is then expressed in terms of the
transfer scattering matrix as,

[b,.(i, t)]

1

[a,(i + 1, t)] J

-

[0] 1 [m (i)] [ml 2(i)J
[Dl] [m2 1(i)J [m22(i)]

I [III

- [[01

x

I[D] [011 f[b(i + 1,t)]

[[0] [II] I

[a,.(i,t)]

(3.5)

The flow diagram of 2D peeling algorithm including the scheme of multiport TDR/
T measurements for the characterization of general coupled interconnect structures is

shown in Figure 3.5(a). The matrix elements for the ith section controller in Figure

3.5(b) are given by

[m1i(i)]22 = [T11(i)] - [T12(i)][T22(i)} -

(3.6)

[m12(i)] = [T12(i)][T22(i)] - 1

(3.7)

[m11(i)] = - [T22(i)J -

(3.8)

[m12(i)J = [T22(i)J -

(3.9)

1

Further, the transfer scattering matrix element matrices can be expressed in terms of
the normalized scattering element matrices as

[T11(i)J

= ([I] + [S11(i)])'([I] + {S11(i)] + [S22(i)]),
= - [S22(i)][[I] + [S11(i)J] -

(3.10)
(3.11)

[T12(i)] = [S11(i)] ([I] + [S11(i)]),

(3.12)

[T22(i)]

(3.13)

= ([II +

[S11(i)])

where the normalized reflection scattering parameter matrices are defined by
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[S11(i)]2,

= [br(i)1[ar(i)]

= [Y(i)](

)

{ [[Y(i)]

- [Y(i + 1)]]

x [[Y(i)} + [Y(i + 1)]] _1} [y(j)]&3?),
= {be(i)][ae(i)]

[Y(i + 1)]

(3.14)

1
{ [[Y(i +1)1 [Y(i)}]

x [[Y(i + 1)] + [Y(i)]] - 1) [Y(i + 1)] (.i)

(3.15)

[S2i(i)]22 = {Y(j)](:) { 2{Y(i)]

x [[Y(i)] + [Y(i + 1)1] - 1 } [Y(i)](i1),
[S 12()]22

= [Y(i + 1)]

(3.16)

) { 2{Y(i + 1)]

x [[Y(i)] + [Y(i + 1)]]

1

} [Y(i

+ 1)]. (3.17)

The peeling algorithm is then formulated in terms of the 4x4 scattering transmission

matrix of each section in a manner similar to the scalar case of a single line. This
leads to the successive identification of each reflection coefficient matrix corresponding to change in admittance matrix from any section i to i+1 in cascaded coupled line

model. The 2x2 characteristic admittance matrix elements of coupled piecewise urn-

form sections represented by [Y(i+ 1)] for all value of i+ 1 are extracted in terms of
the reflection coefficient matrix defined at each interface by,

{ [[Yji - {Y(i +

1)]]

x [[Y(i)} + [Y(i + 1)]] - 1

(3.18)
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where [Y(i)]

[yii(i) y12(i)1
(3.19)

- [y21(i) y22(i)j

and the initial [Y(i)] being diagonal representing the 50 I input terminations. The
characteristic impedance matrix elements for each section are

[Z(i)]

1z11(i) z12(i)]

[y11(i) Yi2(i)1

- [z21(i) z22(i)j - [y21(i) y22(i)j

(3.20)

The above matrix elements characterize the coupled interconnect four ports. These

elements can also be used to extract circuit models by using the same procedure as
that for the single line case [27].

3.2.2 Lumped/Hybrid Element Modeling Of Coupled Line Structures
For the case of general two coupled lines, the coupled transmission line equations are given by
raj1 1

[Li Lml tI
v2j - - Lm L2j Iaj2
{v11

(3.21)

[ij

t3

liii

-

R1+Cm
Cm 1 dt
- Cm C2 + LCmj av2
t9t

where L1, L2, C1, C2, Lm and Cm are all functions of position z.

(3.22)
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Figure 3.6, The cascaded lumped element model of a general coupled lines.
The incremental lumped element values are obtained from the cascaded coupled im-

pedance line sections for a general coupled interconnection structure.

The coupled

line sections are extracted by two-dimensional peeling algorithm from two-port time
domain measurements described at the last section, then the distributed elements of

each coupled line sections are replaced by the coupled lumped element model with
the corresponding self- and mutual-capacitances and inductances as shown in Figure
3.6.

The transmission voltage at line 1 and the coupled voltage at line 2 can be
readily obtained by computing the total [ABCD] matrix of the cascaded four-port
network ( Appendix B ) or by using a general circuit simulators such as SPICE.
For the electrically short interconnection structure, the lumped as well as hybrid

lumped/distributed model as shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 can also be
constructed from time domain profiles of the elements of the characteristic impedance and admittance matrices. The values of coupled lumped elements corresponding
to a given time duration Eta, tbl are found in the same manner as for single interconnects [27]. Integrating the characteristic impedance elements leads to self and mutual
inductances whereas, integrating the characteristic admittance matrix elements gives
self and mutual capacitance matrix elements, i.e.,

(t b

1.

(Lb

jZ13
ta

dt.

dt and

= J ta

(3.23)
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Integration over the entire time period gives a single section lumped element model
valid for short interconnections or low frequencies.
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Figure 3.7, Lumped element model of coupled interconnects.
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Figure 3.8, Hybrid lumped/distributed model of general coupled interconnects.

3.3 Experimental Results
An example is given here to illustrate the technique and the results. Figure 3.9

shows the layout of an asymmetrical coupled inhomogeneous interconnect structure.
The test fixture was made on FR-4 epoxy glasses dielectric material.

Ground Plane
Peeling AIgorithii
Figure 3.9, The test fixture of an asymmetrical coupled inhomogeneous interconnects.
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A 28ps rise time steplike waveform is are measured as shown in Figure 3.1O(a).
Figure 3.1O(b) shows the measured TDR/T results for Vr2(t) and Vr12(t) by exciting
port 2 and measuring reflection at that port and transmission at port 1. It is noted

that the reflected waveform p21(t) is identical to p12(t).

The admittance matrix

[Y(t)] and impedance matrix [Z(t)] are then extracted from the measured reflection
coefficient matrix [p(t)] by using two dimensional peeling technique. These profiles

are in a form of admittance/impedance vs. time in the wave propagation direction
and are shown in Figure 3.11(a) and Figure 3.11(b), respectively.
1O3mV

trtg'd

IrrVri(t)I

-v

(a)
-3B3mV

49 73n$

-77.3mV

i5Gps'dlv

S1.2n

(b)
277mV

49 3ins

288ps'd

51.3ins

Figure 3.10, (a) Excitation signal at port 1, and the reflected waveform (Vri(t)) at
that port and the transmitted waveform (Vr21(t)) at port 2 terminated in 50 (ohms).
(b), Excitation signal at port 2, and the reflected waveform (Vr2(t)) at that port and
the transmitted waveform (Vr12(t)) at port 1 terminated in 50 (ohms).
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Figure 3.11, (a) Admittance profiles. (b) Impedance profiles of coupled interconnects.

The total self and mutual capacitances and inductances associated with the interconnects can be calculated from the extracted characteristic admittance and imped-

ance profiles. These are given below together with the theoretical predictions based
on coupled microstrip and bend models [28].

{L Jexp.
[LJCal

-

130.92

1.44 1

-

112.66

- 0.391

11.44 35.72j nH, [CiIexp. - [- 0.39 15.98 j pF,
131.88 1.70
1.70 37.82] nH

and [Cical _111.92 -0.361 pF.
0.36 16.61 j

- [-

The second example is to characterize and model the coupled interconnection
structures in a plastic leadless chip carrier (PLCC) package. The first task was to

design or modify a test fixture consisting of controlled impedance
interconnects as
shown in Figure 3.12, so that the package parameters can be extracted from the
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measurement of packagefixture assembly. After the transmission line stubs in the
existing test fixture were removed, we could apply our deconvolution algorithm to
extract the electrical parameters of PLCC package from the TDRJT data.

Figure 3.13 shows the TDR measured reflection voltage for Pin #1 of PLCC
package.

Lumped element model consisting of total inductance and capacitance is
then readily computed from the extracted impedance profile. The coupling between

interconnects is characterized by mutual terms which can be obtained by using a

twodimensional peeling algorithm. Figure 3.14 shows the self and mutual impedance profiles extracted from two port time domain measured data for Pin #1 and #2.
The simulated crosstalk for the extracted model compared with the measured cross-

talk shown in Figure 3.15 is in a good agreement for the model of coupled intercon-

nects which is based on the cascaded coupled transmission line model. The total
self and mutualinductance and capacitance are then obtained from the extracted

selfand mutualimpedance profiles and the resulting lumped element model is
shown in Figure 3.16.

Coupled lines

Port 1
Vias
(a)

To TDR/T

Port 2
TTU/T
port 2

(b)

Peeling Algorithm

Board Fixture

Buried Strip Line

Connector
(Controlledimpedance fixture)

Port 1

Port 2

Connector
Buried Strip Line

Figure 3.12, (a) Coupled lines in a PLCC package with the associated board fixture.
(b) TDR/F set up with the controlledimpedance test fixture for PLCC package.
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Figure 3.13, The measured TDR response for Pin #1.
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Figure 3.14, The self- and mutual-impedance profiles extracted from the TDRiT
measured data by using two-dimensional peeling algorithm.
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Figure 3.15, The simulated and measured crosstalk noise in a PLCC package.
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Figure 3.16, The coupled lumped element model.

3.4 Summary
In conclusion, a two dimensional layer peeling algorithm for the time domain
modeling of coupled interconnects and discontinuities in terms of cascaded uniform
coupled transmission line sections is presented. Lumped as well as hybrid lumped!

distributed models including the coupling elements are readily extracted from the
impedance profiles facilitating the design of integrated circuits and chip modules.
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4. IMPEDANCELOSS PROFILE CHARACTERIZATION OF
INTERCONNECTION STRUCTURES
An experimental method for the time domain characterization and circuit mod-

eling of lossy, nonuniform, interconnection structures is presented in this chapter.

The technique is based on the extended dynamic deconvolution algorithm (peeling
algorithm) which is modified to include loss elements. Equivalent circuit models for

resistive lossy interconnection structures are extracted from time domain reflection

and transmission measurements by using this extended algorithm. The simulated
results for the extracted models compared with the measured data for interconnects
associated with a thin film package are used to validate the accuracy of the model.

4.1 Introduction
As the modern integrated circuits and devices evolve toward higher operating
frequencies and smaller physical structures, the need for small dimensional interconnections and high speed packaging technologies also increases in order to match the

requirements for high performance system design. High density packages, such as
small thin conductors on board level packages, and thin film single and multichip
modules (MCMs), offer alternative solutions to high performance electronic packaging [29]. This reduction in interconnect cross section, however, leads to an increase
in line resistance. This high line resistance loss results in increased signal loss, delay,
distortion and a decrease in noise immunity as the signal passes through the intercon-

nections. In order to guarantee circuit functions that operate correctly, accurate characterization and circuit modeling of interconnection structures are necessary for de-

signers to inccrporate interconnect parasitic effects during the design phase for
circuits and systems.

In recent years, several attempts at experimental techniques for the characteriza-
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tion of interconnections and packages have been reported [30-35]. The technique
based on one and twodimensional peeling algorithms (dynamic deconvolution) have

been developed to characterize general interconnection structures from time domain
measurements [5,26,27,30,3 1]. However, this technique has been limited to imped-

ance profile determination of lowloss or lossless structures, whereas other techniques
focusing on precise characterization of uniform lossy transmission line have also been

reported [32-35.67-70]. In this chapter, the lossless peeling algorithm is extended to

extract impedanceloss profiles from the combination of reflection and transmission
time domain measurements for a general nonuniform resistive lossy interconnects.

RLC element model
R1_1

ciiI(a)
Zo1_1

R

Tp_1

Zo1

R1 Zo1
Tp11

(b) Resistive Transmission line model

Figure 4.1, Equivalent circuit models for a lossy interconnection.

4.2 Lossy Line Peeling Algorithm
4.2.1 Equivalent Circuit Model
Figure 4. 1--(a) shows basic RLC element model for a lossy transmission line.
The model is assumed to be a type of interconnection structures where the dielectric
loss is small compared to line resistance loss. For this case, the resistive transmission line model with hybrid elements shown in Figure 4. 1(b) is used to characterize
general lossy interconnections.

The model is based on a ladder equivalent circuit

consisting of RLC elements in which L and C elements are replaced by an ideal
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transmission line [36].

A complete resistive transmission line model is then

constructed by cascaded resistive transmission line sections consisting of resistance
elements and uniform transmission line segments. The relationship between electrical

parameters of the resistive transmission line model and the RLC element model are
given by
L1 = Tp1Zo1

(4.1)

and C =

(4.2)

where Lj and C1 are inductance and capacitance per unit length respectively, corresponding to the ith section of the RLC element model, Tp1 and Zo1 are propagation

delay time and the characteristic impedance respectively, corresponding to the ith
section of the resistive transmission line model.

4.2.2 Peeling Algorithm
The schematic of a general interconnection structure consisting of lossless inter-

connections and a lossy interconnection is shown in Figure 4.2. The general struc-

ture is assumed to be a type that can be represented by cascaded distributed and
hybrid models for general uniform and nonuniform interconnections (NUIs). The
general nonuniform lossless interconnection portion is modeled by cascaded uniform

transmission line segments as shown in Figure 4.3(a), whereas the lossy interconnection portion is model by cascaded resistive transmission line segments with
constant delay, loss and impedance elements as shown in Figure 4.3(b). The delay

of the segments is selected to adequately sample the structure and therefore its response.
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Figure 4.2, A general interconnection structure consisting of lossless and lossy interconnects.
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Lossless Line Model
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Resistive Line Model
incident

A basic cell
(b)

multiple reflections

transmission

Figure 4.3, (a) Lossless interconnection modeled by cascaded transmission line sections. (b) Lossy interconnection modelled by cascaded resistive transmission line sections.

In a lossless structure the TDR response is used to obtain the impedance of an
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initial segment.

The effects of the initial segment are then removed, or de-em-

bedded, from the measured initial reflection response leaving the data which is equiv-

alent to the direct measurement of reflection response at the next segment. The
procedure can be formulated in terms of the scattering parameters as shown in Figure

4.4-(a) and implemented by the transfer scattering matrix-based algoritlun given in
chapter 1. All calculations are performed in the time domain using scalar multiplica-

tion and time shift or delay. However, when losses are presented, the reflection data
does not provide sufficient information to fully characterize the cascaded segments.

Additional information is required from transmission measurements for the determination of characteristic impedances and resistance values.
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Figure 4.4, (a) The schematic scattering parameters for the cascaded transmission line
model. (b) The schematic scattering parameters for the cascaded resistive transmission line model.

Figure 4.4-(b) shows a lossy interconnection modeled by cascaded resistive
transmission line sections. A system equation derived from the general transmission
line equation is used to describe such a section in terms of the local normalized
incident "a" and reflected "b" parameters as given by (Appendix C)
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a Ia(x,tYI

[a
i

[-

p(x)

- 11X)l1axt1
....

at

(4.3)

I[b(x,t)]'

j

where p(x) and 1(x) are defined as the local forward and backward reflectivity pa-

rameters respectively, and are given by two functional relations between the local
resistance R, impedance Zo and time delay constant Tp at the position x for a resistive lossy interconnection. This system equation is then used to derive the peeling

algorithm in the same manner as that for the lossless case.

In a procedure similar to the peeling algorithm for lossless interconnections, a

basic cell of resistive lossy line peeling algorithm can be obtained from equation
(4.3) and is then cascaded repeatedly through the length of the structure as shown in

Figure 4.5(a), where D is the time delay operator, and the control elements m3 of
kth basic cell are obtained from the scattering matrix at the interface of the cascaded
resistive transmission line sections as shown in Figure 4.6.

The scattering matrix

elements are given by

S11(k)

[Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1)] - Zo(k)
[Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1)] + Zo(k)

(4.4)

S22(k)

[Zo(k) + R(k + 1)] - Zo(k + 1)
[Zo(k) + R(k + 1)] + Zo(k + 1)

(4.5)

S12(k)

2 Zo(k)

S21(k)

[Zo(k + 1) + R(k +

/Zo(k + 1)
1)11

+ Zo(k)

Z(k)

/ Zo(k)
[Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1)] + Zo(k) /Z(k + 1)
2 Zo(k + 1)

(4.6)

(4.7)
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Figure 4.5, (a) The causal signal flow diarain - of th& ee1iii ilorithm. (b) The
causal signal flow diagram of the peeling algorithm for the virtual system.
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Figure 4.6, The reflection and transmission flow diagram.

The transfer scattering matrix is then given by
{T(k)]

T(k) T12(k)1

-- [ T-1(k)

T22(k)]

1

[ detlS(k)l

S11(k)

S21(k) [S22(k)

+ 1) + Zo(k)]2 - R2(k + 1) Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) - Zo(k)
[Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) + Zo(k)]2 [Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) + Zo(k)]
Zo(k + 1) - R(k + 1) - Zo(k)
I
[Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) + Zo(k)]

1[Zo

(4.8)
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Zo(k) + Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1)
2/ZO(k) x Zo(k + 1)

where A

Further, the inverse transfer scattering matrix is also obtained as
1

[T(k)]'

= A

vk

[Zo(k + l)+ Zo(k)}2 - R2OC + 1)
[Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) + Zo(k)12

'Zo(k) + Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) Zo(k + 1) + R(k 1) - Zo(k)
A
A
= Zo(k + 1) - R(k + 1) - 20(k) [Zo(k + 1) + Zo(k)]2 - R2(k + 1)
A
A[Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) + Zo(k)]

(4.9)

where A = 2 /Zo(k) x Zo(k + 1).

(4.10)

In the above expression, the forward and backward reflection coefficients are:

Pk

Zo(k + 1) - R(k + 1) - Zo(k)

- [Zo(k

an d

(4.11)

1) + R(k + 1) + Zo(k)]

Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) - Zo(k)
- [Zo(k + 1) + R(k + 1) + Zo(k)]

(4.12)

The control elements mij of kth basic cell are then given by
m11(k)

=

m12(k) =

m21(k)

m22(k) =

1

-

(4.13)

(4.14)

Pk

=

forZo(k) + Zo(k + 1) > R(k + 1),k = 0, 1,2,

(4.15)

n).

Pk and 1k are readily obtained at each step of the peeling process once the distributed series resistances given by TDT measured data or computation are assigned to
the model.
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Therefore, the extended peeling algorithm for the resistive line is summarized as,

[1] Compute Pk

B(k,1)
A(k,1)

Pk

where B(k) and A(k) denote the reflection and incident functions obtained from
k+1 peeling step.

Extract Zo(k+1) from equations (4.11) and (4.12),

where R(k 1) is the TDR/T measured resistance.

Compute [m(k)] from Pk and 1k from equations (4.13) - (4.15).
Propagate [B,A] by using equation (4.9) to the next section and go to step [1].

For the case of unknown resistances, Pk and 1k are computed from the measured
reflection data S11(0) together with the computational reflection data S11(0)' obtained

from the TDRTF responses of the DUT as shown in Figure 4.4-(b).

The relation

between the scattering parameter matrix of the virtual system [S'] and the measured
data of the DUT is given by [76]

S'11(0) = [S']21

(4.16)

where [S'] = [c
and

ii
-iloi oj'

[ b2] = [SJ _i1a11
b1j

(4.17)

(4.18)

[a2j

The computational process involves a coupled peeling algorithm that can be formu-

lated in terms of the transfer scattering matrix [T] of each resistive transmission line
model as given by

+ 1,t)1
[D1][T'
A'(k+ 1,t)j =
IB(k + 1, t)1
A(k + 1, t)j
[[IB'(k

[D - 1][T

rB'(k,t)l

IB(k, t)1

1[A(k, t)j'

(4.17)

(4.18)
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B(k)
A(k) andlk

Pk

B(k)'
A(k)'

(4.19)

B(k) and A(k) denote the reflection and incident functions obtained from k1 peeling
step,

respectively, and so B(k)' and A(k)' denote the reflection and incident functions corresponding to the virtual system, respectively. The recursive procedure is
similar to the case of the lossless line [27] leading to the successive identification of

each local forward and backward reflection coefficients with the associated impedances and resistances.

Therefore, the lossy peeling algorithm is:

Compute Pk and

11k

Pk

B(k,1)
A(k, 1)'

B'(k,l)
A'(k, 1)

Extract Zo(k+1), Rd(k) for the given initial Zo(0)
from equations (4.11) and (4.12).

Compute [m(k)] from Pk and 1k by using equations (4.13) - (4.15).
Propagate [B ,A} and [B' ,A' I by using equation (4.9) to the next section and
go to step (1).

4.3 Results
The device under test (DUT) studied in this chapter is a thin film niicrostrip

interconnection made on 99.5% polished and 0.01" thick alumina substrate.

The

conductor is aluminum with 4-8 jim thickness and 0.01" trace width, and the back of

substrate is fully covered with aluminum to form a ground plane. To consider the
requirement of high speed measurements, aluminum is also deposited on the substrate
edges to create wraparound connection for ground probe pads. The TDRIT measure-

ment setup together with the test line is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Polished Alumina Substrate

Ground Plane

Figure 4.7, (a) The schematic TDRTI' measurement setup. (b) The schematic thin
film microstrip line with the test probes.
The interconnection structure to be characterized and modeled shown in figure

4.7(b) is a thin film microstrip line with 2 bends. Tektronix 11801A TDR/T system
with TMP9625 Microwave Probe is used to measure the reflection and transmission

responses. The measured resistance per unit length from TDT data is 1.48 (Wcm)
and is then uniformiy distributed in the lossy line model. The extracted impedance

profile by using lossy line peeling algorithm for the cascaded resistive transmission
line sections, together with the impedance profile obtained from lossless line peeling

algorithm, are shown in Figure 4.8. The circuit model to be simulated consists of a
microstrip line with the associated high frequency test fixture. The simulated reflec-

tion waveforms of lossy non uniform line model (Lossy NTL) and lossless non uni-

form line model (Lossless NTL) and the measured TDR data are shown in Figure

4.9(a). However, the accuracy and the utility of the lossy NTL model is demon-
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strated by comparing the simulated transmission data with the measured TDT data as

shown Figure 4.9(b).

Impedance Profiles
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Figure 4.8, The extracted impedance profiles by using lossless and lossy peeling
algorithms.
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Figure 4.9, (a) The measured reflection data and the simulated reflection data of
lossless and lossy nonuniform transmission line models.
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Thie (ns)

Figure 4.9, continued, (b) The measured transmission data and the simulated transmission data of lossless and lossy nonuniform transmission line models.

As the second example, the schematic interconnection structure is shown in
Figure 4.10. A scale of probe pad detail together with test pattern is shown in
Figure 4.1 1(a) and (b) respectively. The test line is an otherwise uniform microstrip

line with 20 right angle bend discontinuities. Again, a Tektronix 11801A TDR1T
system with TMP9625 Microwave Probes is used to measured time domain reflection

and transmission responses. The measured resistance per unit length from TDT data

is 1.4 (1'cm) and is readily placed into the resistive transmission line model.

The circuit model of the DUT consists of 50 cascaded resistive transmission
line sections.

The impedance of each transmission line segment is then extracted
from the time domain measured data by using the lossy line peeling algorithm. In
Figure 4. 12(a) and (b), the simulated waveforms from the lossy nonuniform transmission line model are compared with the measured data for time domain reflection
and transmission responses. The result shows a good agreement and hence assures
the validity of the resistive transmission line model.
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DUT

Polished Alumina Substrate

Ground Plane

Figure 4.10, A schematic of test fixture.
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Figure 4.11, (a) Probe pad detail. (b) Test pattern of microstrip line on thin film
package.
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Figure 4.12, (a) The simulated reflection response of resistive lossy line model and
the measured time reflection response for the microstrip test pattern in Figure 4.10.
(b) The simulated transmission response together with the measured transmission
response.
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4.4 Summary
In conclusion, a TDR/T measurement based technique for impedanceloss profiling and characterization of general non uniform lossy interconnections on thin film

packages has been presented.

The characteristic impedances and resistances

associated with resistive transmission line segments are extracted from time domain

reflection and transmission responses by using a peeling algorithm formulated for
resistive lossy lines. The proposed time domain measurement based technique should

be useful in characterizing and modeling general uniform and non uniform resistive
lossy interconnections and other quasiTEM structures in high speed and RF circuits.

It should be noted that the lossy interconnect model described in this paper
consists of frequency independent resistance elements and ideal transmission line sec-

tions, and hence may not be valid at high frequencies where the skin effect becomes
important.

However, the technique presented is a general one and can be further

extended to extract general lossy line models [39], that include skin effect and dielectric lossless and dispersion, from the time domain measurements.
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5. CHARACTERIZATION AND CIRCUIT MODELINO OF
PARALLEL POWERJGROUND PLANE STRUCTURES
IN HIGH SPEED ELECTRONIC PACKAGES
Switching noise caused by the large transient currents flowing into power/ground

distribution system has been regarded as a significant problem in high speed analog,

digital, and mixed signal integrated circuits. In this chapter, a frequency dependent
nonuniform transmission line model is considered for modeling parallel power/ground

planes in high performance electronic packages. The model is based on radial trans-

mission line analysis, and is validated by comparing the calculated time domain response with TDR measured data. The transient effects due to transient sources placed

at the different locations of parallel power and ground planes are also investigated.
Alternate equivalent circuit models consisting of ideal lumped circuit elements for
power/ground plane structure in a practical package are also presented. These models

are readily incorporated with the driver model for switching noise simulations. In
addition, switching noise with the associated packaging resonance for different edge
rates and clock rates in typical high speed digital circuits are also examined.

5.1 Introduction
When high speed circuit drivers switch large amounts of current through the power/ground distribution system of the electronic package, the resulting change in the volt-

age level of the power system and the reference shift of the ground system is known as

power/ground switching noise, and ground bounce. This noise voltage, amplitude de-

pends on the power/ground distribution system and the rate of change of the current
spike, which creates uncertainty in the reference voltage level of the common power

and ground system. This results in a voltage fluctuation in the output of the circuits
leading to sign

distortion and the reduction of the noise immunity [40-45]. In order

to guarantee a successful circuit design, accurate characterization and circuit modeling
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of the power/ground interconnect structure is necessary during the design phase of high
speed RF, microwave, mixed signal, and digital integrated circuits.

Significant advances in quasistatic and FDTD numerical techniques [50] for the

fullwave electromagnetic computational modeling of packages and package components, have been made in recent years. The Partial Element Equivalent Circuits (PEEC)
methods [46], enhanced PEEC methods [47,48] and retarded PEEC method [49] which
takes into account high frequency retardation effects has formed acceptance in the mod-

eling cominunity as an effective tool for package modeling. This includes the modeling

of power and ground planes in integrated circuits and associated packages as shown in
Figure 5.1.
Inner Traces
Wire Bonds/Pads
On-chip Traces

I

Package
Parallel PIG
Planes

Outer Traces
Package Pin legs

transient
source
to Board Level Packages

-vFigure 5.1, A schematic power and ground system associated with IC package.

In addition, as stated earlier general time and frequency domain measurement techniques have been developed to validate these models and develop new measurement
based circuit and mathematical models which can be used during the design cycles in

standard CAD tools [5,26,27]. In this chapter, a distributed element model for power/
ground planes based on classical radial line analysis is presented. The model is verified
by time domain reflection (TDR) measurements for different cases on PCB test fixtures.

An alternative equivalent lumped element model obtained from the input impedance of

the distributed element model is also proposed to model the power and ground system

over a certain low frequency region. Power and ground switching noise with the high

frequency resonance for a high speed digital circuit is also investigated for a typical
MLC package.
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5.2 Radial Transmission Line Analysis

5.2.1 Field Representation
The schematic of a typical parallel power/ground planes in an electronic package

is shown in Figure 5.2(a). Whenever a high speed gate is switching from one logic
state to another, both the complementaiy transistors of a gate are on, and current is
being sunk into the power and ground planes of the electronic package. The transient
current draw by power and ground planes carries high frequency harmonic components

that leads to the induced noise on the power and ground planes. To analyze the struc-

ture of power and ground planes shown in Figure 5.2(b), let the direction of energy
transmission be chosen along r direction only, such that there is no variation of fields

with and z direction in cylindrical coordinate. The fundamental wave that can be
guided by this structure is a TEM one with only Hg and E [5 1,52] field components.

Power Lead

power plane

=a
z=

substrate material
ground plane
(b)

Figure 5.2, (a) Parallel power/ground plane structure in a typical electronic package. (b)
The schematic radial line structure for parallel semiinfinite conducting planes.

Thus, E field component is a solution of the Helmholtz equation as given by

Tar

ar

+ k2 E = 0

leading to the solutions for E and H as given by

(5.1)
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E = AH(kr) + BH2kkr)

(5.2)

and H =

(5.3)

.

[AHkkr) + BH2(kr)J,

where H(kr) and H2)(kr) are Hankel functions of first and second kinds,
k=

and

17

=

A and B are constants to be determined by boundary

.

conditions on the fields at r direction and 17 is the the intrinsic wave impedance of the

medium between parallel conducting planes. As kr = oc, the H' function's behavior
approaches that of a radial incoming traveling wave, and the H.? function's behavior
approaches that of a radial outgoing traveling wave.

The above equation can be written in terms of the magnitudes and phases of Hankel
function as

H

G0(kr) [Aei1(kF)

- Z(kr)

- Be -1'()]

and E = Go(kr)[AeJO(b) + Be -jO(kr)j

where

Zw(kr) = Ti

(5.4)
(5.5)

G0(kr)
,.,

.

is a frequency dependent characteristic wave im-

pedance, which depends on radial distance r. Eqations (5.4) and (5.5) are readily modified if the given region has an angular aperture cx as shown in Figure 5.2(a). The
characteristic impedance of the parallel conducting planes can be obtained, in a conven-

tional manner, in terms of the ratio of voltage to current for a given radial wave as

Eh

Hear
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5.2.2 Impedance Description
By applying radial transmission line analysis to the structure as shown in Figure
5.2, a parallel power and ground planes is then modeled as a nonuniform transmission

line shown in Figure 5.3(a). Furthermore, the piecewise transmission line sections as

shown in Figure Figure 5.3(b) is used to evaluate the electrical characteristics of the
nonuniform transmission line model.

p

Figure 5.3, (a) Nonuniform transmission line model for parallel power/ground planes.
(b) Piecewise impedance line model.

With the outgoing directions for current and voltage in a radial line shown in Figure 5.3, the wave equation is then given by

1-(raV)+k2V=
Tôr

t3r

0

(5.6)

and the propagating voltage and current in a nonuniform transmission line are related
by the transmission line equations as

äV(r)
(T)

Z0(r) =

- jk Z0(r) 1(r)

,

(5.7)

- jk Y0(r) V(r)

,

(5.8)

,

(5.9)

where capacitance and inductance per unit length of the piecewise nonuniform trans-
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and L =

mission line are C -

respectively, for the case of kr > 1.

By evaluating the boundary condition along r direction at r and r0, the input and output
voltage and current are written in a matrix form as

IV(r) _vkr0 h11 hi2l

-2

h21 h22j

(5.10)

h11 = J1 (be) N0(kr) - J0(kr) N1 (b0)

(5.11)

h12 = jZ(r0) [ J0(kr) N0(kr0) - J0(kr0) N0(kr) I

(5.12)

1(r)
where

-

[ J(kr) N1(kr) - J1(kr) N1(kr0) I

h22 -

[ J1(kr) N0(kr0) - J0(kr0) N1(kr) I

(5.13)

(5.14)

Note that J(Kr) and N(Kr) are Bessel functions of the first and second kinds.
The input characteristic impedance of the radial transmission line looking in the direction of increasing radius is then obtained from equation (5.10) as

Z0(r) H2(kr)

Z(r)

= Z0(r)
where

(5.15)

H)(kr)

,

G0(kr)

e

i[00)(1ff)}

and [0(b)

,

(5.16)

- (p(kr)] vs kr are shown in Figure 54-(a) and (b).

if the effect of high frequencies is of interest, i.e., kr > 1, parallel power and ground
planes is then modeled as a frequency dependent nonuniform transmission line [53] as

-

I

(5. 7)
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Figure 5.4, (a) The phase of normalized impedance. (b) The amplitude of normalized
impedance.

The input impedance of power/ground plane structures can be obtained by truncating
the measured nonuniform impedance profile and evaluating the input impedance at a
given frequency by using the piecewise impedance model [53]. An alternative equiva-

lent circuit model consisting of R,L,C lumped elements [54] is also shown in Figure
5.5.

The circuit parameters of the model are obtained by deriving a lumped element

network having the same input impedance as the measured nonuniform transmission
line model over a desired frequency range.

R,L,C -0-_rn-nHI-TA

liIi

Co

=

Co
LO

R,L,C

(i) Nil model : Lumped element model (ii) NTL model: Lumped element model
Figure 5.5, Nonuniform transmission line models (NTL) of power/ground systems with
the corresponding lumped element models.
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5.3 Circuit Models of Parallel Power/Ground Plane Structures
5.3.1 Time Domain Measurements

The experimental case study based on time domain measurements is performed to

confirm the accuracy of the proposed nonuniform transmission line model for parallel

power and ground planes.

Time domain measurements are carried out by using

Tektronix IPA 310, which consists of an enhanced TDR system and parameter extraction programs. The TDR unit includes Tektronix 11801 main frame, SD-24 high speed
sampling head and a step voltage generator that offers a fast step signal with a 28ps rise

time. The nonuniform impedance profile is then extracted from the measured time do-

main reflection response by using layer peeling algorithm (dynamic deconvolution) [

5,27 ]. Multiple reflections due to distributed discontinuities are automatically corrected and the accuracy and resolution of the measurements are enhanced by using the
deconvolution algorithm.

A typical single-channel TDR set-up is shown in Figure 5.6-(a) for performing
time domain measurements. Figure 5.6-(b) shows a two-port nonuniform transmission
line model extracted from the measured time domain reflection response by using the

step-up shown in Figure 5.6-(a). In addition to that a single channel TDR measure-

ment, a differential TDR measurement set-up is also shown in Figure 5.7-(a) where
two TDR units are side by side connected to the test fixture with one launching a posi-

tive-slope step voltage and the other sending out a negative-slope step voltage at the
same time. The differential measurement set-up provides an alternative way to handle
the test fixtures for obtaining time domain response. Figure 5.7-(b) shows the schemat-

ic four-port nonuniform transmission line model corresponding to the differential TDR

measured response. The given four-port network having some degree of complexity
can be viewed as being constructed from simpler two-port networks, whose reference

planes are interconnected and then suppressed while preserving the input and output
terminals. It is noted that the characteristic impedances of two-port networks are used
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to characterize the individual planes of parallel power and ground planes associated
with the pseudoreference plane between parallel power and ground planes.

Coaxiroe

Probe Tip
Test Fixtur
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TDR-.*Unit
(a)

Power/Ground Planes

-r b

Reference +

I

Figure 5.6, (a) Single channel TDR measurement setup. (b) Twoport nonuniform
transmission line model corresponding to the measured response.
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Figure 5.7, (a) Differential TDR measurement setup. (b) Fourport nonuniform transmission line model corresponding to the measured response.

5.3.2 Examples
CASE (I) - PCB Level Packages
The test fixtures are made by bare printed circuit boards (PCB) with FR-4
substrate material.

The measured characteristic impedance profiles obtained from
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Tektronix IPA 310 for the two cases of 60 mil right angle sector and a half plane are

shown in Figure 5.8-(a). It is obvious that the measured characteristic impedances of
power and ground planes are nonuniform profiles and depend on the radial angle a.
Figure 5.8-(b) shows the measured characteristic impedances as a function of time and
distance, together with the calculated characteristic impedance profiles. The agreement

is quite good and validates the proposed nonuniform transmission line model. The frequency dependent input impedance of parallel power and ground planes is calculated by

truncating the nonuniform transmission line model and evaluating the input impedance
by using a stepped transmission line model at given frequencies.
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Figure 5.8, (a) The extracted impedance profiles from the TDR measured response. (b)
The calculated and the measured impedance profiles for a corner fed right angle and a
half plane. (h=60 mil, FR-4 substrate)
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The input impedance for typical case of board level parallel power and ground planes
with the commonly used 60 mu PCB FR-4 substrate for a half plane is shown in Figure

5.9 for a band of low frequency, e.g., up to 3 GHz. The equivalent inductance
Leq =

z.

is of course frequency dependent. The low frequency inductances cal-

culated from Figure 5.9 for half plane and simular figure for 9Ø0 section found to be
0.425 nH and 1.02 nH, respectively.
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Figure 5.9, Input impedance of parallel half planes. (h=60 mu, FR-4)

CASE (II) - Multilayer Ceramic Package
A second example deals with a parallel power/ground planes in a high speed and

high pin count package. A multilayer ceramic package (MLC) with 100 lead counts is

shown in Figure 5.10. The power and ground distribution system of the package includes the inner traces which connect on chip power and ground bus to power and
ground planes of the package via wire bonds, and the outer traces which provides the

interconnection between power and ground planes of the package and the pin leads.
The primary reason to perform the measurements on this package is to demonstrate that
nonuniform transmission line model is available for modeling power and ground system

in a practical package, thus the measured data presented in this section is only focused
on that part of the package.
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Figure 5.10, A multilayer layer ceramic PGA package.

In order to probe the inner traces of a MLC package, the schematic TDR measurement setup is shown in Figure 5.11, where TDR unit consists of a high frequency

coaxial probe for this typical test fixture. The time domain responses measured from
the middle lead of inner traces is shown in the upper half of Figure 5.12, and the extracted nonuniform impedance profile corresponding to the measured data is also shown

in the lower half of Figure 5.12. The piecewise nonuniform transmission line model
(NTL) is readily obtained from the extracted characteristic impedance profile and then
used to model the middle power lead with the associated parallel power/ground planes

for this package [5,26]. The simulation result for the nonuniform characteristic impedance profile together with the measured data are also shown in Figure 5.13. The input
impedance of the power/ground system can also be obtained by truncating the measured
nonuniform impedance profile and evaluating the input impedance at a given frequency
by using the stepped impedance model. For the typical case of the power/ground planes

in the MLC package with the corresponding measured TDR response shown in Figure
5.12, the input impedance is shown in Figure 5.14. The equivalent inductance is of
course frequency dependent.
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Figure 5.11, The schematic TDR measurement setup on the inner traces of the MLC
package.
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Figure 5.12, The measured time domain response and the extracted nonuniform impedance profile for the middle power lead of the inner traces in the MLC package.
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Figure 5.13, The measured TDR waveform and the simulated waveform of nonuniform
transmission line model.
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Figure 5.14, The input impedance of power/ground plane structure in Figure 5.12.

5.3.3 Lumped Element Model
An alternative approach for circuit modeling of the power/ground plane is to de-

rive a lumped element model having the same input impedance over a wide frequency

band of interest. The complete circuit model may consist of high order cascaded
lumped element network obtained by using the technique given in [39]. However, for a

low frequency model up to a certain frequency (e.g., up to 4 GHz) , the input impedance is shown in Figure 5. 15(a) and an associated simple equivalent circuit model

con-

sisting of L0, C0 lumped element model together with a resonant R,L,C lumped section

is also shown in Figure 5. 15(b). The L0, C0 element model is constructed for modeling the power and ground system over the low frequency region, and the augmenting
parallel R, L, C section is used to account for the nonlinear frequency dependent imped-

ance and the high frequency resonance. The phenomena of high frequency resonance

for the power and ground system is also found by using FDTD methods reported in
[50]. The inductance Lif and capacitance C11 are readily calculated from the impedance

profiles by using the techniques given in references [26,27] and IRro, 1-'rn' Crn} is deter-

mined by minimizing the error function representing the difference between the measured input impedance and the values of the input impedance for the model evaluated
over the given frequency band in a leastsquare sense [54].
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f2

E (R,0, L,0, C,0) =

f

Jfl

[Z(f) - ZmW]2 df

(5.18)

The minimization of the error function was perfonned by utilizing the conjugate gradi-

ent algorithm in an iterative manner [55,56]. The simulated result of the input imped-

ance for the model compared with the measured input impedance in Figure 5.1 5(a)
shows in a good agreement and validates the accuracy of the lumped model.
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Figure 5.15, (a) The input impedance obtained from the measured TDR data together
with the input impedance of the lumped element model in (b). (b) Lumped element
model of the power/ground plane structure.
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5.4 Modeling and Simulation Of Switching Noise With the Associated
Package Resoiance FOR High Speed Digital Circuits
Power/ground switching noise is generated by wellsynchronized, fastswitching
circuits in digital systems such as output drivers for onchip memories, PLAs, ASICs
and dynamic logic circuits. In this section, the investigation of switching noise with the

associated package resonance is carried out by incorporating the power/ground model

of a MLC package with the driver model in circuit simulations. The effects of the
package resonance vs edge rates for the GaAs FL inverter, are also included in this
section and in addition, the simulation results of switching noise for a specific digital
circuit with various edge rates and clock rates are also examined.

5.4.1 The Switching Current Harmonics
With the advancements in the electronic device process techniques, the switching

speed of digital circuits has been increasing and is now in the subnano second regime

and associated the clock frequency of the digital systems is also increasing and may
soon approach the Giga Hertz rank. In such a situation, power/ground switching cur-

rent may possess higher frequency harmonics, and therefore, switching noise due to

power and ground parasitic effects can no longer be ignored. Figure 5.16 shows the
schematic circuit diagram of the high speed digital driver/load with the associated pow-

er/ground interconnect structure. As an example, a typical GaAs FEL (FL) circuit is
used as a vehicle to investigate the effects of switching noise in circuit simulations. A
400 MHz clock signal is used to excite to the input of the inverter and the output wave-

form of the inverter is shown in Figure 5.17. The waveshape of ground switching cur-

rents due to the input clock signal switching from one logic level to another vs edge
rates (5Ops and 400ps edge rates ) of the input signal are shown in Figure 5.18. The
resulting frequency harmonics of switching currents are also used to determine the frequency band of interest for the circuit model used fo the power/ground structures.
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As shown in Figure 5.18, the switching current observed at this typical digital
circuit has two major components. The first component caused by both CGaAs FETs
at the rising and falling edges of the input excitation, is a high frequency spike whose

zeroto--peak amplitude is proportional to the switching edge rate of the input clock
signal. The second component caused by the charging current of the load, is a clocklike waveform whose frequency depends primarily on the frequency of the excited in-

put signal, e.g. 400 MHz, and the amplitude is independent of edge rate. To examine
the frequency harmonics of ground switching currents, the observed switching currents
have been processed by using Fast Fourier Transform (1-iFT). The results of frequency

harmonics of switching currents for lOOps and 600ps edge rates are shown in Figure
5.19. It is seen that the switching current with lOOps edge rate possess higher frequen-

cy harmonics than that of the switching current with 600ps edge rate. It is worthwhile

pointing out that the highest frequency component of concern is dominated by the
switching edge rate rather than the fundamental frequency of the excited clock signal
for this typical circuit. Therefore, the model of power and ground systems for simulat-

ing switching noise should be taken account so that the higher frequency harmonics of

switching current due to edge rate of the excited input signal can be modeled in the
simulations.
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Figure 5.16, Digital circuits with the associated power/ground interconnect model.
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Figure 5.19, The frequency harmonics of switching currents vs edge rates.
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5.4.2 Switching Noise: Theory, Modeling and Simulation
An equivalent circuit model used to describe the mechanism of switching noise is

shown in Figure 5.20(a) where Z(s) is the frequency dependent impedance obtained at
one of the power/ground systems in a MLC package by using the same procedure dem-

onstrated in the last section R

is the driver's ON resistance and CL is the capacitive

load associated with parasitic capacitance. For the ground switching current possessing
low frequency harmonics, a simple equivalent circuit model is considered for theoretically analyzing switching noise as shown in Figure 5.20(b) where the inductance L1 is

obtained from the the low frequency model of power and ground system as the first
order approximation.
p

Figure 5.20, (a) Equivalent circuit model for switching current simulation. (b) The circuit model for the first order approximation.
The equation used to describe the transient effect of this circuit and the voltage change
induced on the inductance are given by

CL I i(t)dt + L eq di(t) + R0i(t) = 0
dt

(5.19)

and i(t) is the pulselike waveform of switching current whose amplitude and the frequency harmonics depend on the edge rate of the input clock signal.
By solving the characteristic equation of equation (4.19) as given by
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LICLS2 + ROnCLS

(5.20)

+ 1 = 0,

the resulting natural frequencies of the switch circuit shown in Figure 5.21 are given by

R0

S1,2 -

ir
1

--

= _KWØ±wØJ1(2_

1

(5.21)

where

R0

(5.22)

2
and

(5.23)

= IL1CL'

K is the damping factor and w0 is the undamped resonant frequency. Note that the
transient response of the switching circuit is given by the following criterions:

for overdamped mode; K

> 1,

for critical damping mode; K
for underdamped mode; K

= 1,

< 1.

As an example for a GaAsFET inverter, the effective on resistance, R, is very small

and the capacitive load is typically less than 20 fF [57]. If the circuit is packaged by
using a MLC package described at the last section, then the low frequency ground inductance obtained from the measurement is 0.775nH which puts this switching circuit
in the underdamped mode with the damped frequency

=

(D011

-

K2.

(5.24)

The induced voltage on the circuit's ground due to the transient current is then described by the following equation:
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VL(t) = L di(t)

'dt

= [Acos(wdt) + Bsin(wdt)]e1°ot,

(5.25)

Ll(Cwd +

(5.26)

where

A
and B

Ll(Dwd - CKW0).

(5.27)

where C and D depend on the amplitude and frequency harmonics of switching current.

The induced transient voltage then appears as the noise on the common ground of circuits associated with the switching driver resulting in a reduction of noise margin, The

waveform of switching noise can be depicted by equation (5.25) and shown in Figure
5.21. When too many drivers simultaneously switch from one logic state to another, the

switching current in equation (5.25) is multiplied by the number of outputs switching,
then switching noise can become very large for the case of simultaneous switching and
become greater than the noise immunity of the ICs as causing false switching.
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Figure 5.21, Switching noise simulation based on a simple equivalent circuit model.
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5.4.3 Switching Noise with the Associated Package Resonance.

The circuit model used to simulate switching noise for a FL inveter was shown in

Figure 5.20(a). To observe switching noise due to the high frequency harmonics of
switching current, the input node of the FL inverter is excited by a clock signal with
variable edge rates. For the case of the first order approximation, the simulated waveforms of switching noise are shown in Figure 5.22 for the input sources having 400
MHz clock rate with 25ps and 5Ops edge rates. The simulated data shows that the max-

imum amplitude of switching noise are 156.5 my and 75.8 my for the case of 25ps edge

rate and SOps edge rate, respectively. The waveshape of switching noise also indicates
that the switching mechanism of this typical high speed FL inverter operates in the underdamped mOc

as well as the analytic result based on a simplest circuit model de-

scribed in the last section.
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Figure 5.22, Switching noise simulation for a GaAs FL inverter with low frequency
power/ground interconnect model. (a) 25 Ps edge rate (b) 50 Ps edge rate.
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In order to accurately predict switching noise in the presence of the high frequen-

cy harmonics of switching current, the accuracy of equivalent circuit model for power

and ground systems should be confirmed up to a certain high frequency of interest
where the resonant effect of power and ground systems may become an important fac-

tor to switching noise. By incorporating the high frequency resonant model into the
model of power and ground systems, the simulated result of switching noise for a input

signal with 400 MHz and 50 Ps edge rate is shown in Figure 5.23 together with the
simulated result for the model based on the first order approximation. For the case of

high frequency model, it is obvious that the simulated switching noise consists of two

components, one is spike noise due to the switching circuit operating in the underdamped mode and the other is resonant noise to account for the effect of package reso-

nance. Only the spike noise appeared in the simulated results for the case of the low
frequency model based on the first order approximation.
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Figure 5.23 The simulation data of switching noise for a GaAs FL with high frequency
and low frequency power/ground interconnect models.

The simulations of switching noise based on the high frequency model of power

and ground systems were examined for a different edge rates. The simulated spike
noise vs edge lates of the input signal are shown in Figure 5.24 with respect to 400
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MHz clock rate and 1GHz clock rate. The result indicates that the maximum amplitude
of spike noise is dominated by edge rate rather than controlled by the clock rate of input

signal. It is also observed that the amplitude of spike noise is decreased with increasing

edge rate. The simulated magnitude of resonant noise vs edge rate of the input clock
signal is also shown in Figure 5.25. However, as shown in Figure 5.25, the amplitude
of resonant noise decays rapidly when the edge rate of the excited input signal is in-

creased. The noise then becomes negligible when the edge rate of the excited input
signal is slower than 400ps for this typical GaAsFET FL inverter. Hence the result
indicates that the model of power and ground systems based on the first order approximation is available for the simulation of switching noise while the device switches in a
slower edge rate such that the higher order effect of switching noise can be ignored.
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5.5 Summary
In conclusion, a radial line based model for parallel power/ground planes is pres-

ented in this chapter. The model is validated by comparing the calculated time domain

data with the measured TDR data for different cases in PCB level packages. For a

practical case study on a MLC package, the accuracy of the proposed nonuniform
transmission line model and the equivalent lumped element model over a limited fre-

quency range for parallel power and ground planes are also confirmed. The model is
then used to investigate switching noise for high speed digital circuits. It is shown that
the high frequency resonance in the model must be included for the accurate predicting
of switching noise.
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6. TIME DOMAIN CHARACTERIZATION AND CIRCUIT
MODELING OF A MULTILAYER CERAMIC PACKAGE
The dynamic deconvolution algorithms (peeling algorithms) for the characterization of single and coupled interconnects developed in chapters 2 and 3 are used to

model a practical high speed electronic package. The multiport measurements performed in time domain are used to evaluate the electrical characteristics and extract
equivalent circuit model parameters for interconnect structures associated with a multilayer ceramic (MLC) package.

6.1 Introduction
Multilayer highpincount packages are used for high performance integrated
circuits and systems. The electrical characteristics of interconnect structures, such as
crosstalk in multiconductor structures, signal delay and reflection due to transmission

line effects and switching noise in power/ground systems associated with these pack-

ages, can degrade the signal quality and limit the overall system performance.
Therefore, accurate characterization of interconnect structures are essential to the suc-

cessful high performance system design. In addition, circuit modeling of intercon-

nect structures can also help to assure the signal fidelity of packaged circuits by
incorporating interconnect models into integrated circuit design and simulation in the
early design stages.

In recent years, several experimental techniques based on time and frequency

domain measurements have been proposed to characterize interconnect structures
[5-9,23-27,30-35]. For general interconnect structures, the technique based on peeling algorithm (dynamic deconvolution) has been developed for the electrical characterization and circuit modeling of non uniform single lossless and lossy interconnect,

power/ground systems as well as non uniformly coupled interconnects from time
domain measurements [5,26,27,31,54,60]. These techniques have been presented in
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chapters 2, 3, and 4. The accuracy of peeling algorithm based technique has also
been affirmed in these chapters for several interconnect structures made on the test
fixtures and printed circuit board (PCB). The work reported in this chapter is fo-

cused on a practical multilayer ceramic (MLC) package with 100 lead counts as
shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1, Top view of a MLC package

Multiport TDR/T measurements are performed to the package 1/0 ports, and the
measured data is used to evaluate the electrical characteristics and extract equivalent
circuit model of interconnect structures associated with the package by using one and

multidimensional peeling algorithms. The results presented in this chapter will focus on a typical set of coupled signal traces and a power pin with the associated
parallel power/ground planes in the MLC package.

6.2 Experimental Technique

6.2.1 Measurement Setup
In order to interface test equipment to the device under test (DUT), the first
task is to find a test configuration which has good flexibility and also satisfies the
characterization and possible calibration requirements [20,26]. Figure 6.2(a) shows

the schematic measurement setup where Tektronix 11801 A TDRIT system including
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a 250 my step-like source with 28ps rise time and SD-24 high speed sampling
heads, were utilized for performing multiport time domain measurements. Figure
6.2-(b) shows a micro-coaxial probe which was used to measure time domain reflection and transmission response of the device under test. The micro-coaxial probe
with the associated 1'DRTF test system provides a 50 ohm reference impedance to the

MLC package where the inner traces and the reference ground plane in the cavity are
contacted by the probe.
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ner Lead
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Ceramic
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DUT

a

Probe Tip
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Figure 6.2, (a), The schematic measurement set-up. (b), The device under test with
the associated micro-coaxial probe.

6.2.2 Multi-dimensional Peeling Algorithms
For the case of a general interconnect, the resulting waveform obtained from
the TDR data is used to characterize the interconnect in terms of a time dependent
non uniform impedance profile [5]. The interconnect under test can then be modeled

by a non uniform transmission line approximated by cascaded uniform transmission
line sections. The impedance of each uniform section is extracted from the measured

TDR response by applying one dimensional peeling algorithm [5,27].

This time
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domain dynamic deconvolution based peeling algorithm has been formulated in terms
of the transfer scattering parameters of the piecewise uniform transmission sections

and implemented on general PCs and Work Stations.

For the multiconductor systems, the procedure of one and two dimensional
peeling algorithm can be extended to multiterminal peeling algorithm for the electri-

cal characterization of general coupled interconnect structures from multiport TDRJT

measurements. As an example, a general nonuniform coupled interconnects modeled
by cascaded uniform coupled line sections is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3, A distributed model consisting of cascaded uniform coupled line sections
for general three coupled interconnects where yjj is the self characteristic admittance
and Yij is the mutual characteristic admittance.

For this three coupled interconnects, threeterminal peeling algorithm is then formulated in terms of the 6 x 6 transfer scattering transmission matrix of each section.

I[1'r(, t)J331

[[ar(i t)]33j 6x3 =

1[T' ii ()133 [T'12(i)]1 1{1r(j + 1,011
[T'21(i)]33 [T' 22(i)]j [[a.(i + 1.0]] 6x3

(6,1)

where

[T'11(i)J [T'12(i)]

f[T1 l(')13x3 [T12(i)1] 1[D]

[T'21(i)] [T'22(i)]

[11"21(1)13x3 [T22(i)]j [[0] [D - l

6x6

-

[0]

(6,2)
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[D] denotes the time shifted matrix consisting of time delay and advance operators
and [TjJ]33 is the components of the 6 x 6 transfer scattering matrix [T]66 interrelating the input incident and reflected parameter matrices [a]3x3 and [b]3,

respectively

of any coupled section to that of the adjoining coupled section. The iterative com-

putational procedure is similar to the case of single line leading to the successive
identification of each reflection coefficient matrix [ Pk ]3x3 corresponding to the
change in characteristic impedance/admittance values for cascaded coupled line sec-

tions. The computational procedure is given by,

I[B(k + 1,t)]33]
[A(k + 1t)]3x3j

= [D

16x6 [T

1

[B(k,t)1

[A(kt)j'

(6.3)

where [B(0)133 and [A(0)]33 denote the initial reflection and incident functions
obtained from sixport time domain measurements and [B(k)]33 and [A(k)]33 denote the reflection and incident functions obtained from k-i-1 peeling step.

The 3x3 characteristic admittance matrix elements of coupled piecewise uniform sec-

tions represented by [Y(i+1)] for all value of i+l are extracted in terms of the
reflection coefficient matrix defined at each interface by,

[p,1+ 113 x3

[[Y(i)]

- {Y(i + 1)]] x [[Y(i)] + [Y(i + 1)]]

(6.4)

where

y11(i) y12(i) y13(i)

[Y(i)] = y21(i) y22(i) y23(i)
y31(i) y32(i) y33(i)

(6.5)
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with the initial {Y(i)J being diagonal representing the 50 ohm input terminations.
The characteristic impedance matrix elements for each section are

Yii(') Y12(1) Y13(1)

[Z(i)] = y21(i) y22(i) y23(i)
y31(i) y32) y33(i)

-1

z11(i) z12(i) z13(i)
= z21(i) z22(i) z23(i)
z31(i) z32(i) z33(i)

(6.6)

The above description is a procedure used to formulate three-dimensional peeling algorithm for extracting the characteristic impedances and admittances of distrib-

uted model shown in Figure 6.3 from multiport time domain measurements. The
procedure is also quite general and can be extended to multi-dimensional peeling
algorithm for the characterization of multi-conductor structures. A peeling algorithm
in terms of 6x6 scattering transmission matrix has also been derived and implemented

to characterize a coupled interconnect structure with three signal traces of the MLC
package. Many multiconductor interconnects can be decomposed in terms of three
coupled interconnects making this algorithm quite useful.

6.3 Lumped and Hybrid Circuit Model
In the last section, the technique used to characterize a general multiconductor

structure is based on a distributed element model consisting of cascaded uniform
coupled line sections. Lumped element circuit model as well as hybrid circuit model

as shown in Figure 6.4, are readily constructed from time domain profiles of the
elements of the characteristic impedance and admittance matrices. For the case of
hybrid circuit model, a section of coupled elements corresponding to a given time
duration are modeled by coupled lumped elements associated with delay elements
[59]. The element values in the model are found in the same manner as for general
single non uniform interconnections with discontinuities [26,27], i.e., by integrating
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the characteristic impedance elements [Zj] leads to self and mutual inductances,
whereas, integrating the characteristic admittance elements [Y] gives the the self and

mutual capacitances.

Moreover, the total inductance and capacitance values of
coupled lumped element model are computed by integrating over the entire time
period of the corresponding characteristic impedance and admittance proffles. The

lumped element models are obviously valid for short interconnects or low frequencies.
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Figure 6.4, (a) Hybrid circuit model of coupled interconnects. (b) Lumped element
model of three coupled interconnects.

6.3. Results
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Figure 6.5, The schematic partial interconnect structures in a MLC package.
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Figure 6.5 shows the schematic partial interconnect structures of MLC package

shown in Figure 1, including three coupled signal lines and a power pin with the
associated parallel power/ground planes as a part of power/ground distribution system

providing DC power supply and AC reference planes to the integrated circuits. In
general, three primary electrical characteristics, e.g., reflection, crosstalk noise and
propagation delay, are needed for signal lines. Hence, the self and mutual character-

istic impedances and delay time are the most important electrical parameters for the

characterization and circuit modeling of the interconnects associated with the MLC
package.

By using micro-coaxial probes, TDRJT test points are allowed to reach to the
inner signal leads in the cavity of the MLC package. For two coupled interconnects

Si and S2 in Figure

6.5,

two-port time domain TDR/T measured waveforms are

shown in Figure 6.6-(a) where V11(t) (i=l,2) are the measured reflection waveforms

at port (i) by exciting port (i), and V, (ij) are the measured transmission data at
port (j) terminated in 50 ohms. The reflection coefficient matrices are deconvoluted
from the measured scattering parameter voltage waveforms by using two-dimensional
peeling algorithm.

The self and mutual characteristic admittance and impedance

profiles of coupled interconnects are then extracted from reflection coefficient ma-

trices and are shown in Figure 6.6-(b). Figure 6.7 shows the extracted self and
mutual characteristic admittance and impedance profiles corresponding to the coupled

interconnects S2 and S3 in Figure 6.5.

For the case of three coupled interconnects, three-port time domain TDRJT
measurements are performed to obtain time domain reflection and transmission re-

sponse for the coupled interconnects Si, S2 and S3. The mutual characteristic impedance profiles shown in Figure 6.8 is obtained from the measured data by applying

multi-dimensional peeling algorithm.

The results of total self and mutual induc-

tances and capacitances computed from the extracted characteristic admittance and
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impedance profiles are listed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.6, (a) The measured TDR[F waveforims of coupled interconnects Si and S2.
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Figure 6.8, The mutual characteristic impedance profiles of three coupled lines Si,
S2 and S3.
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Self terms

Mutual terms

L (nil) C (pF) Tp (ps)

Si

9.98

2.51

147.5

S2

9.73

2.56

144.2

S3

9.65

2.60

143.0

L12= 1.24 nH
L23=0.88 nil
L13=O.27 nH
C12= 0.306 pF
C23=0.228 pF
C13=O.078 pF

Table 6.1, Electrical parameters of three coupled lines in atypical MLC package.

Switching noise caused by transient currents injected into power/ground

dis-

tribution system has been regarded as a significant problem for high pin count packages. So the next task is to deal with the characterization and modeling of power/

ground system uf the MLC package. In Figure 6.5, a power pin with the associated

parallel power/ground planes is examined for the MLC package. By using oneport

TDR measurement, a non uniform transmission line model is extracted from time
domain reflection response by using onedimensional peeling algorithm [27]. The
measured reflection waveform by exciting TDR source to the inner middle and cor-

ner power lead and the corresponding impedance profile are shown in Figure 6.9(a).

The distributed model and hybrid model together with the simulated and measured
waveforms for the middle power plane are shown in Figure 6.9(b). The results are

in a veiy good agreement.

Finally, the electrical characteristics of DUT for the

partial interconnect structures of the MLC package are summarized in Table 6.2. A

partial equivalent circuit models including signal lines and power/ground systems
used to model this MLC package are shown Figure 6.10.
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ZPROF1LE. POWER PLANE CORNER

2-PROFILE.
POWER PLANE MIOLE

-49.E7

531m3

4 12SdOi,

2

5

4

7
6
Thn. (second)

10

11

12

Figure 6.9, (a) The measured time domain response and the extracted nonuniform
impedance profile for the power/ground interconnection structure. (b) The simulated
and measured waveforms in (a)

Reflection (my)
Crosstalk (my) (max ringing) Delay Skew (

S1/S2 71.3

Si 36

S1IS2

3.3

Switching
Noise (my)

Spike
157

S21S3

46.1

S1/S3

14.

S2 20.4

S2/S3

1.2

S3

S1IS3

4.5

Si, S2 and S3: Signal Leads,

12.8

Ring
21.7

P1: Power Lead, VH1L=2 v, tr=5Ops

Table 6.2, Electrical characteristics of a typical MLC package.
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Reference
Point

Coupled Element Model
for Signal Pins

Powe
Pin

Driver model
Package

Inner Leads
Zero Impedance Plane

Figure 6.10, Equivalent circuit model of a partial interconnection structures for a
MLC package with the digital driver circuit model.

6.5 Summary
In conclusion, one, two and multidimensional peeling algorithms for characterizing and modeling general interconnect structures of a typical MLC package from

time domain measurements are presented.

The applicability of this technique on

general intercormects including non symmetrical inhomogeneous coupled interconnect

structures with discontinuities and parallel power/ground planes is exemplified by
circuit modeling of a multilayer ceramic package.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation was devoted to the study of time domain measurement techniques based on dynamic deconvolution (peeling algorithms). For general intercon-

nection structures in high speed digital systems, the use of time domain reflection
and transmission measurements together with accurate calibration methods makes the

technique very reliable. The techniques presented at Chapter 2 and 3 are based on

one and twodimensional peeling algorithms for characterization and modeling

gen-

eral single (isolated) and coupled interconnection structures from one and twoport
TDRJT measurements. The extended peeling algorithm for characterization of general resistive lossy interconnection structures has been presented at Chapter 4. Chapter

5 presented a hybrid technique based time domain dynamic deconvolution with a
frequency domain optimization algorithm which makes the technique very practical.
In Chapter 6, multiconductor systems of a multilayer electronic package is used as a
vehicle to demonstrate the applicability of multidimensional peeling algorithms.

For edge rates of high speed devices in the picosecond regime, the component

and system level packaging interconnects introduce transmission line effects that
could limit the performance of circuits and systems. Control of electrical characteris-

tics of interconnects is a key factor in ensuring high speed performance. For VLSI
high speed applications, modeling the effects of interconnection structures is essential

for optimizing the system design through circuit simulations including interconnect
parasitic effects. Accurate characterization and modeling of current high speed IC
packages must include the modeling of:

Coupled interconnection structures

Nonuniform interconnection structures with discontinuities
Common power/ground distribution systems including parallel plane structures

DC voltage drop and signal degradation due to transmission loss
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For high speed digital circuit and system design, the circuit simulation must be

operated in the time domain in order to validate logic level correctly, and hence the
input excitation, active and passive device models and outputs are expressed in the
time domain. In this dissertation, the approach based on transmission line models for
characterization of interconnection structures is compatible with the use of nonlinear

circuits such as logic circuits in general integrated circuit simulators such as SPICE.
Therefore, for general nondispersive interconnection structures in high speed digital

circuits ( Appendix D ), the proposed time domain modeling technique leads to
accurate prediction of signal delay and distortion by incorporating the interconnect
model with active circuit models for circuit simulations. However, the models can

only be used with signals whose frequencies are limited such that the dispersive
effects due to skin effect and dielectric loss are minimal. The dispersive effect of
interconnection structures can be taken into account by the proposed hybrid technique

with the higher order equivalent circuit models [39].
Finally, future development of electrical characterization and modeling of high

speed electronic packages based on this dissertation could be directed towards the

development of general dispersive lossy coupled interconnect modeling techniques.

In addition, signal integrity issues related with noise budget optimization for high
speed circuits need to be investigated by including these models in the design phase
of the IC development.
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Appendix A: Short Pulse TDNA
In recent years, TDR/T measurements have been widely used as a vehicle for
characterizing and modeling interconnects. This appendix presents a shortpulse time

domain calibration technique based on the developed TDNA [20,61-65]. The accura-

cy of time domain measurements is enhanced by using time domain transformations
to virtually eliminate the FF1' associated errors.

Algorithm of Short-Pulse TDNA with Thru-Match-Short Calibration
(i) Short-Pulse Technique

In the past, the technique of short pulse propagation has been used for characterizing the transfer function of microwave antenna, resistive transmission lines, com-

plex dielectrics, the dispersion of microstrip lines from DC up to about 20GHz
[32,67,68].

Since the spectrum of short pulse is essentially flat out to the GHz re-

gime, and also the calculated spectrum amplitude and phase are free from the numeri-

cal FF1 truncation errors, therefore, short pulse propagation has been well recognized
as an accurate technique for characterizing interconnects in the microwave bandwidth.

In general, the source of impulse is generated by a pulse generator, the differentiated

output of a step generator by using a snapoff diode or a passive impulseforming
network [32,67], or an optical pulse from a photoconductive switch [68]. The method presented here is based on the criterion of causal and linear system constrained to
the characteristics of passive interconnect components. A shortpulse with the adjust-

able pulsewidth is then formed by mathematically taking the difference between a
steplike waveform and itself with adjustable delay time [69]. Therefore, instead of
truly generating a pulse source, short pulse is easily realized by using conventional
TDTIR measurements. The usefulness and accuracy of the approach is demonstrated
by implementing the algorithm in a production like environment [70].
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(ii) TMS Calibration Method

Applying the principle of superposition and the property of timeinvariant systems[71,721, the response H(t) of DUT to a pulse is given by

V15(t) * H(t) = V05(t), Vj(tT) * H(t) = V(tTj)

[ V1(t) - Vj(tTj)} * H(t) = [V0(t)
and Vjp(t) * H(t) = V0p(t)

- V0(tT)],

(a.!)

(a.2)

(a.3)

where * is the convolution operator, V15(t) and V0(t) are the steplike input source
and the corresponding output response, respectively, V1p(t) and V0p(t) are the pulse
like source with pulse width Tpd and the corresponding output response, respectively.

By using twoport network analysis, a scattering parameter based signal flow

diagram describing the real TDR/T measurements is shown in Figure A. 1.

The

TDRIT measurement non idealities including source impedance, the characteristics of

reference cables as well as the transition of SMAtotrace on the board are grouped
in two error box networks. Instead of utilizing a standard sets such as TRL and LRL
used for VNA calibration , this calibration method is based on the ThruMatchShort

algorithm (TMS) for the time domain network analysis [20,66]. The corrected two

port Sparameters, S
Vs

SU

,

are obtained from the FF1' of the time domain waveforms

as given by

PA - S2T1T2
- 1- VA
&J22VBTT
k)22 1 112

(a.4)
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In the above expression, j is the excitation port, i is the measurement port and x
denotes the TMS standard sets or unknown being measured. PA

is the short circuit

reflection coefficient and Vs(t) are pulselike waveforms obtained by taking the

difference between the measured steplike TDRIT waveforms V/t) with itself
delayed in time Tpd. High quality match and short circuit terminations are available

for many interconnect transmission line structures, the match standard could even be

implemented using a reference impedance transmission line of sufficient length.
However, TDRTF measurement has the advantage of natural time windowing in the

time domain since only a finite duration of response is acquired.

The algorithm

described above is based on the criterion of causal and linear system constrained on
the passive interconnect structures. The accuracy of the results is dependent on the
TDR/T system bandwidth and the accuracy of calibration standards.

Error Box

DUT

Error Box
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çB

21

wS1 S2A
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çÂ
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' 12
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Figure a. 1, Flow diagram of the two port time domain network analysis system
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Appendix B: FourPort Network of Coupled Transmission Lines
Consider a general coupled interconnection structure as shown in Figure 3.6, the

coupled transmission line equations are given by equations (3.21) and (3.22), such a

structure can be characterized by a fourport network. The basic matrix equation of
of the fourport network for a single coupled segment is then given by
V1

V2

V3 V4

z11 z21 z31 z41 iz21 z22 z32 3I '2
z31 z32 z22 Z21 13
I
z41 z31 z21 Zll 14

(b. 1)

where

z

coth(I3l) + Z21 cothQ9j)

11

1

R

Z1Rcoth(fll) + ZiR,rcoth(flj)
R

z13 =

Z1R
sinh(j3l)

ZX)RX

+

sinhQ9j)

(b.4)

R,,

zt

zcI

z14-

sinh(fl1)

+ sinh(J3l)

Z1R2coth(fll) + Z1R,2coth(fl,l)

1- R

ZIRX2

ZCIRC

sinh(fil)

1- R

+

sinhQ9j)

(b.5)
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and cmode and pimode characteristic impedances are defmed by
Z1Z2

Zm2

(b.8)

fl(z2 - ZmRC)
- zm2

(b.8)

ZmR)
where

z1 = jwL1

,

z2 = jwL2, and Zm = jWLm.

and

R=

_{(ai + a2) +

- a2)2 + 4b1b2}

(b.9)

R=

_{(ai + a2) -

- a2)2 + 4b1b2}

(b.1O)

a1 =jw(C1 + Cm>jWL1

JWCmJO)Lm

(b.11)

a2 = jw(C2 + Cm>jWL2

JWCmjWLm

(b.12)

=

JWCmjWL1 +jw(C2 + Cm)'jWLm

b2 = - JOiCmjWL2 + jw(C1 + Cm)j0)Lm.

(b.13)
(b.14)

The [ABCD] matrix of a coupled line segment is then readily to be obtained
from [Z] matrix [80] in equation (b. 1) for computing the transmission voltage at port

4 and the coupled voltages at port 2 and port 2 as long as the excitation source is
given at port 1.
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Appendix C: Scattering MatrixBased Transmission Line Equations
Consider a lossless nonuniform interconnection structure, such an interconnect

can be characterized by the lumped element model or the distributed element model
as shown in Figure 2.6. The line voltage and current can the be described by a set of
transmission line equations as given by
äv(x, t)
ax

- L1x ai(x, t)
at '

äi(x, t)

- Cx

'

'c 1

äv(x, t)

(c.)
2

where v(x,t) is the voltage variable and i(x,t) is the current variable on the line. Let
the normalized voltages and currents on the line be defined as

V(x,t)

1

(x,t)

(c.3)

IZo(x)

I(x, t) =

(x i(x, t)

where Z0(x)

/L(x)

= / C(x)

(c.4)

and Y0(x) = [4(x)] 1

(c.5)

are the local characteristic impedance and admittance at the position x on the line,
then

av(x, t)

at

- /Z0(x) a V(x, t) + V(x, t) a J4(x)
at

= - L(x)
and

ai(x,t)
at

1

aI(x, t)

at

-

1

dJ(x,t)

JZ0(x)

+ I(x, t)

1

1

dx (1z0(x)J

= - C(X)IZ0(X)c'(x,t)
dt

Therefore, the transmission line equations can be rewritten as
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a V(x, t)

-

ax

+ I-4-Jfl Z(x) V(x, t) =
acix

aI(x, t)

- 'Z(x)l(x t) = -

ax

Further, the alternative transmission line equations (c.8) and (c.9) are expressed in
terms of the forward wave variable

a(z, t) = [Iz(z) v(z, t) + /Z0(z) i(x, t)]

(c. 10)

and the backward wave variable

b(z,t) =

ii

1

v(z, t) - IZ0(z) i(x,

where z(x) =

(c.11)

is the propagation delay time for a wave transmitting from

x=0 to the position x, and v(x) is the local velocity on the line. Then the symmetrical
scattering matrixbased transmission line equations are given as

fa(z,t)J

[b(z, t)] -

- p(z)

fa(z,t)
[b(z, t)

(c. 12)

where is the local reflectivity function and the corresponding discrete type scattering
matrix is described at chapter 1. For example, if the characteristic impedance over a

portion of the line is constant, e.g., 4(x) = 4, then p(z) = 0, the solution of equation
(c.12) is given by

a(z,t) = a(z - t)
and b(z, t) = b(z + t),

(c.13)
(c. 14)

therefore the forward and backward wave variables act as a pure time dely and advanced operators, respectively.
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For the resistive lossy interconnection structure, the transmission line equations
are

av(x, t)
ax

- R(x)i(x) - L(x) ai(x, t)

ai(x, t)

- C(x) 8v(X, t)

at

ax

at

Again, by substituting the normalized voltage and current variables as given by equa-

tions (c.3) and (c.4), equations (c.15) and (c.16)

av + 1 d lnZ(z)V =
1 d lnZ(z)V = -

ai

R1

(c.17)
(c. 18)

0t

Now, by introducing the forward and backward wave variables as given by equations
(c. 10) and (c. 11), the resistive lossy transmission line equations is rewritten as

aa

Ôa
A

A

ab

8b

+

= Aa - (1nZ(z) _A)b(x)

(c.19)

- (1nZ(z) +A)t(x) +Ab.

(c.20)

=

whereR(x)
- = A(x)
L(x)
Therefore, the resistive lossy transmission line equations can be expressed in a form
of asymmetrical scattering matrix as given by

[A

a(z,t)
az[b(z,t)]

at

-

p(z)

-

1at

(c.21)

j[b(zt)j
rZ

where

(z)

1nZ0(z) + 1(R(X)

2L(x)

c4(x))dx]
J

)exp[
(

and p(z) = (1nZo(z) + (A(z))) exp1

(c.22)

z

J
10

A(u)du].

(c.23)
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Appendix D: Frequency Domain Characterization of Interconnects and
Materials by TDRTF Technique
The purpose of this appendix aims at characterizing uniform interconnects and

packaging materials in the frequency domain by using TDT/R measurements.

In

order to demonstrate this technique, a test fixture of strip line interconnect was made

on Printed Circuit Board (PCB). The packaging material was made by epoxy glass
which is commonly used on board level electronic packaging systems. In most of
practical cases, SMA to strip line transitions are very common in the test board for
high speed digital system measurements since strip line must via SMA connectors to

connect with reference coaxial lines and measurement systems. As a result, most of
the measured waveforms are corrupted in higher frequencies due to the discontinuity

of SMA-to-strip line. In order to de-embed the characteristics of a DUT between
two transitions, short pulse TDNA with Thru-Match-Short (TMS) calibration proce-

dure ( Appendix A ) is applied to move the reference plane behind SMA connectors,
thus, an undisturbed transfer function of the interconnect is obtained. Furthermore,
the electrical characteristics of DUT, such as complex permittivity and dielectric loss

of the dielectric material, and complex impedance, conductor loss and attenuation of
the interconnect can be extracted from the measured transfer function in the frequency

domain, by applying the derived equations based on quasi-TEM field equations.

(i) Electrical Characterization

The theory of this technique is based on a TEM propagation behavior for the
lossless transmission line, or a quasiTEM propagation assumed to be justified for
lossy transmission lines. For a transmission line (TL) of length e connected at the

sending end with source impedance Z = Z0 and terminated in its characteristic im-

pedance 4, and with the propagation constant y, the transfer function of TL can be
in terms of the measured input voltage and the measured output voltage as functions
of complex frequency, and also related to S-parameter measurements as
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VV)

H(f) = S21 (f = S1 2W

V0(f)

- e - ri

(d.1)

where in general, the characteristic impedance is defmed as

R(f) +jwL

Z0(f)=

G(f) +jcoC(f)

(d.2)

and the propagation function is denoted as

= I[RW + jwL][G(f) + joiCW]

= a(f) +jf3(f) +jwTp

(d.3)

Note that a(f, /3(f) are attenuation and phase shift introduced by the losses (conductor loss and dielectric loss), while the term wTp represents the phase shift taken from

input to output of the lossless TL of length

The total impedance per unit length

Z,(f) is given by
Z0(f)

RdC + ZSk(t) + j(DLe = R(f) + jwL

(d.4)

where Rj is the DC resistance of TL, Zsk(f) is the skin effect impedance, L is the
external inductance, R(f) is the effective frequency dependent resistance, L is the
effective inductance of TL The total admittance per unit length Y(J) is also given by

Y(f)=G(f)+jwC(()=G(f)+joJ[Ch+Cc2(f)]

(d.5)

where G(f) is the dielectric shunt conductance, Ch is the high frequency limit of the

capacitance and Cac(f) represents the ac variation of the capacitance due to the real
part of the complex dielectric permittivity.

By carefully examining the voltage transfer function of the lossy TL, an alternative definition can be expressed as

H(t) = e_T(f = Hm(f)e_TP

(d.6)

which means a transfer function of TL is a non minimumphase network and can be

resolved into the cascade of a minimumphase function Hjf) and the all pass func-
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tion e -jwTp

[7 1,72,751.

The assumption of minimumphase property has the great
importance in dealing with the extraction of attenuation from the measured transfer
function, since total attenuation can then be solely obtained from a(f) = ln(H(f)).
Theoretically, a(f) and fi(f) are uniquely related and can be obtained by using the
modified Hubert Transforms [72].

Next, the equations for extracting the electrical characteristics from the measured transfer function is derived by using the following procedures. First, the transfer function can be measured as S21(f) by using Short Pulse TDNA with TMS calibration, and is mathematically expressed as

H(f)

emW+3flm(1'))1

(d.7)

where the measured attenuation is denoted as ajf) and the measured phase function

is denoted as fim(f).

For considering most of the applications dealing with interconnects and packages of
high speed computer systems, the useful equations for extracting the attenuation and
the phase function are written as,

am(f)

GW I

L

+ R(f)

2 ilCh+Cac(t) -

+ Cac
L

_G(f)z+
= ad(f) + a(f)
and

,6m(f)

- w,/LCh + W/LCac
= wT+ (VILCac

= wTp +13(t)
where a(f), aj(f) are denoted as the conductor loss and the dielectric loss, respectively, and 4(J) is the frequency dependent complex impedance. Further, the frequency
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dependent resist.nce can be computed for given physical parameters of the interconnect by using the following expression [77]

1 +e)7

R(t)=RdC
(1

-t) + e2t(

(d.1O)

1)

where

RdC = wtcj'

=

O/4(7,

_,7oy.-

(C: conductivity)
(p0 : vacuum permeability)

(77: intrinsic wave impedance)

and w, t are the width and the thickness of the conductor corresponding to the interconnect under test.
For computing the electrical characteristics of the dielectric material, the attenu-

ation and the phase function shall be in terms of the dielectric permittivity as given
by

Wac(f) /ii
/9m(ñ/Z+2
I-4

(d. 11)

am(J) = a(J) +

(d. 12)

and

where the conductor loss a(f) due to the dc resistance and the skin effects is readily
obtained if the complex characteristic impedance of the interconnect can be computed.

In general, most of the dielectric materials for microwave circuits and high
speed digital systems are low loss materials, such as epoxy glass, ceramic, polymide,
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etc., however, the dielectric loss is much smaller than the total admittance of the
interconnect in the frequency range of interest.

Thus, the corresponding complex

characteristic impedance can be expressed as

zow=

R(f) +jwL
G(t) +jwC(f)
f3m(1)jam(f)

(d.13)

w[Eh + ac(f)]C0
Note that

h and Eac(f) represent the intrinsic permittivity and the ac permittivity of

the real part of the complex permittivity for the dielectric material, and E' '(f) is
denoted as the imaginary part of the frequency dependent complex permittivity, and
CO is the calculated free space capacitance corresponding to the DUE In fact, most
of the practical cases, the dispersion of the dielectric material resulting in the frequen-

cy dependent capacitance
Eh

C(J)

is very small, which means

>

Eg(f) and

> e' '(f) [26,27]. Thus, the measured low frequency capacitance per unit length

of the interconnect by using TDRJT measurements can be used to determined the
complex impedance as given by

z0

Zm{13m(f)Jam(i')]
wTp

(d. 14)

where Zm is the measured characteristic impedance of the interconnect by using
TDRT measurements. Here, in order to place the reference point behind the SMAtointerconnect transitions, time domain layer peeling technique should be applied to
extract the characteristic impedance for computing the complex characteristic impedance.

Finally, the complex permittivity of the dielectric materials can then be obtained as
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2VG8m(f
wi
e" (J)

.

21e'(f)[am(f) - a(f)J

where V0 is the speed of light in vacuum.

(ii) Experimental Results

The interconnection structure under test is a strip line made on printed circuit
boards with FR-4 substrate material. Tektronix 11801 TDRTF system with a differen-

tiated short pulse (5Ops pulse width) is used to obtain reflection and transmission
responses as shown in Figure d. 1. The schematic of test lines with the associated
deembedding test fixtures is shown in Figure d.2. The frequency domain response

of DUT is then extracted from the TDRJT measured data of DUT together with
deembedding test fixtures. Figure d.3 shows attenuation and phase constant of trans-

mission response vs frequencies for the test line. Figure d.4 shows the measured
complex characteristic impedance of the interconnect. Finally, the measured dielectric

permittivity vs frequencies is shown in Figure d.5 and the nominal value of dielectric
permittivity is 4.35 for this typical material.
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Figure d. 1, (a) The measured transmission pulse, (b) Input pulse and reflected waveform.
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Figure d.2, (a) Test lines. (b) Deembedding test fixtures.
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Figure d.3, The measured attenuation and phase constant.
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Figure d.4, The measured complex impedance.
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